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• Old o rooosa i  could 
have preventetdat i n 
malor conf ron  o 
TERRACE - -  Was the confron- 
tation between city hall and 
Halliwell Ave. residents regard- 
ing the use of their street as a 
logging access route to the 
Kitselas area really necessary7 
According to information re- 
ceived by the Terrace Review, 
the whole issue could have been 
resolved before it even happened 
if city council had received a 
proposed Traffic Bylaw amend- 
ment that was drawn up over 
two years ago. 
Gil Cobb, the city's senior 
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building inspector for eight 
years until he resigned in mid- 
December-last year, has con- 
firmed the existence of such an 
amendment and says that it was 
drawn up by himself and his 
junior assistant, Gerry Lichten- 
feld, in conjunction with city 
engineer Ralph Keen more than 
two years ago. 
He says the amendment was a 
result of a study they carried out 
on various traffic flows within 
the city and their effect 0n safety 
and maintenance problems on 
city streets. Cobb, now the 
senior building inspector in Gold 
River, says the amendment 
would have prevented any in- 
dustrial traffic from using 
Halliwell. 
" I  can't believe the city would 
allow logging trucks in a school 
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Except for management and essential services, the provincial government was off the job 
Monday morning as BCGEU members like these in front of the Terrace Government Agent 
office set up picket lines. Contract talks were Set to resume this morning at 8 a.m. " 
zone, let alone on HaUiwell at all Talks to resume as civil 
with~thepresen.troad.condi~. ;_.. .~.~.~....  . .  ........ ..,.... ...... i ko  l|-¢-t.----os 
" . . . .  wa l  kS  "p n t!ons,: ,~he stud. The problem, saYs:Cobb, is that the building • 
inspector doesn't have a voice in 
wages. A stalemateFridaynight workers excluded from the Negotiations between the 
government and the B.C. Gov- 
ernment Employees Union: are 
scheduled to resume at 8:00 this 
morning in Vancouver. At a 
press conference yesterday at 1 
p.m., chief government egotia- 
tor Bob Plecas made the an- 
nouncement, adding •there 
would be an immediate news 
blackout. 
Only a day and a half after the 
full force of the strike hit Ter- 
race, the sides agreed to meet 
again to discuss the issue of 
council. "They pay people like 
me to give professional advice 
and information, but that infor- 
mation was probably side- 
tracked." 
Lichtenfeld, now the in- 
dustrial commercial building in- 
specter in Campbell River, also 
recalls the amendment. " It  
would have been in black and 
white but nobody bothered to 
pull it out. It defined arterial 
and feeder routes,"•_ he said, 
adding, "They have to have 
continued on page 24 
had the government holding 
firm at their offer of 15 percent 
over three years, while the union 
was asking for 25 percent, 
Earlier reports Tuesday morn- 
ing had Terrace-area BCGEU 
members wondering why they 
weren't back at work, according 
to BCGEU rep Oil Magnusson 
• Reports that morning had in- 
dicated the government was 
ready to move on its final offer. 
At noon Plecas confirmed the 
government was prepared to in- 
crease the 15 percent offer, and 
by 1 p.m. the announcement to 
begin negotiating again was 
made. 
The strike was evident in Ter- 
race in a big way by Monday. 
Picket lines hit the Liquor 
Store here in Terrace Saturday, 
and by Monday morning Mag- 
nusson estimated there were 
over a dozen picket lines around 
town. 
The B.C. Government 
Employees Union strike has 
some offices completely shut 
down, some operating with 
management personnel only, 
and some offering essential ser- 
vices. 
Offices being maintained by 
BCGEU include the Govern- 
ment Agent office, Courts, 
Forests and Lands, Parks, the 
Skeena Health Unit, and Social 
Services and Housing. Courts 
manager Irene Blackstone said 
Monday they were operating as 
usual, and there was no court 
scheduled for that day. A 
Kitimat court Tuesday operated 
as usual, with management per- 
sonnel. She said the main prob- 
lem was a shortage of staff to 
handle all the telephone in- 
quiries. 
Erie Ho l t ,  operat ions  
manager at Forests and Lands, 
said five excluded staff • were 
handling the work of about 30 
BCGEU members. Because of 
the very low hazard of forest 
fires at this time, he said there 
would be no problem with non- 
union personnel taking over. He 
also said they would still be 
capable of hiring forest fire 
fighters if the need arose. 
Similarly for Parks, the tim- 
ing of the strike has caught hem 
in the off-season. Supervisor 
Gord MacDonald is the only ex- 
cluded staff person, with three 
on strike. "It won't have much 
effect because we're not very 
cont inued  on page  2 
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Record-breaking run 
The bad weather kept down attendance totals, but the 85 runners 
turning up for Sunday's two sessions raised more money this year 
than was raised last year in the Terry Fox run for cancer at Terrace. 
Organizers said about $1,700 was pledged or donated SundaY. T&is 
compares to the $1,478 raised by 146 runners last year. Cha i r~n 
Gary Pettipas said sunny weather would likely have seen double the. 
entries, with more than $2,500 picked up. Totals from other area 
communities are not yet available. : .... 
.'!.',,r 
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The problem of pine people are looking farther from 
mushroom pickers trespassing home. But, he says, mushrooms 
on Indian reserve land in:the growing on reserves belong to 
Nass Valley is a serious one, but the natives and shouldn't be 
New Aiyansh Band Manager Ed.  picked by anyone but a native. 
Wright adds that most people According to Wright, the 
respect reserve boundaries once 
they are told where they are. He 
says most people simply move to 
another area and the problem 
ceases to exist, but others soon 
move in and they also have to be 
told. 
He explains that the primary 
problem is one of competition. 
With a dramatic increase in the 
number of people seeking the 
valuable mushroom this year, 
worst offences are occurring at 
the old village site, Gitlakdamix, 
locatea few miles northwest of 
New Aiyansh on the north side 
of the Nass River. He explains 
that this is not only reserve land 
but is also the location of the 
original village before it was lost 
in a flood, and it is an area with 
strong traditional ties. 
He says that the best advieehe 
can give anyone wanting to pick 
Timber company fined 
for habitat damage 
Wedeene River Timber has 
been fined $17,000 and the com- 
pany's owner, Terrace resident 
John Williams, was fined a total 
of $5,000 in Prince Rupert Pro- 
vincial Court last Friday. The 
fines stem from charges of caus- 
ing environmental damage to a 
tributary of a river on the 
Douglas Channel south of 
Kitimat while constructing a log- 
ging road in April, 1987. 
According to Prince Rupert 
Fisheries Habitat Protection Of- 
fleer, Greig Caw, both Wedeene 
River Timber and Williams were 
charged with "harmful altera- 
tion to fisheries habitat" and 
"deposition of a deleterious 
substance". He explains that the 
logging company had removed 
part of the material adjacent o 
the river bed to use as fill for a 
road under construction in the 
area. 
He says this resulted in a large 
amount of dirt being washed in- 
to the river, causing serious en- 
vironmental damage to spawn- 
ing grounds. According to Caw, 
charges were laid by Fisheries 
and Oceans in the fall of 1987 
and the company and owner 
were found guilty on April 8, 
1988. 
Grant for Knox-United 
TERRACE - -  Knox United 
Church will receive a convention 
assistance grant when they host 
the B.C.  Conference of the 
United Church of Canada next 
May. The grant is set at $1 per 
participant o a maximum of 
$500 and is offered by the city to 
all eommuni.ty organizations, 
service clubs and athletic groups 
who host a major event. 
According to the church's 
B.C. Conference '89 Committee 
chairperson, Mardy Scales, the 
annual conference has tradi- 
tionally been held in Vancouver, 
but by using promotional 
material provided by the city, 
Knox United was successful in 
convincing the provincial 
governing body that the 1989 
session should be held in Ter- 
race. She says the committee has 
been preparing for the event for 
the past year and expects the 
conference to attract between 
550 and 600 people. 
More nuisance fires 
TERRACE - -  At 9:27 last 
night, a report of smoke coming 
out of vents at the top of the 
Terrace Hotel building sent the 
Terrace Fire Department out on 
a general alarm, but investiga- 
tion showed there was nothing 
wrong, Lieutenant Per Halvor- 
sen said. However, the person 
calling the fire department did 
right to report it. 
Garbage can fires at the 
Skeena Junior Secondary School 
have become a real nuisance, 
with three fires being responded 
to in the past few days - -  one 
last Friday and two on Monday. 
Halvorsen estimates the cost of 
sending a truck and four fire- 
fighters out to a fire is about 
$200 an hour, if an outside agen- 
cy was charged for the service. 
However, in the case of the gar- 
bage can fires, the taxpayers 
foot the bill. 
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TERRACE - -  The Terrace and ? e ? 
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has called a last-minute lun- ? per  month??  ? -  
cheon meeting to hear federal 9 phone ? 
Minister of Fisheries Tom Sid- 9 ? 
don. Chamber  secretary- ;~ MRs  lEASE ? 9 
manager Bobbie Phillips says 9 TOLL  FREE 
they informed just yesterday 9 
that Siddon will be in Terrace. 9 1-604-520-3055 
The meeting will take place 
tomorrow in the Inn of the West 
at  11:45 a.m. 
Siddon will be in Kitimat dur- 
ing the morn ing . " , '  
9 We will also pay for .9 
9 travel expenses ? 
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pine mushrooms in the Nass solved by moving buyersoff.th¢ 
Valley is to consult with the main road and into New 
Band Office or local natives first Aiyansh, where business can be 
to find out where the reserve :done~away from the traffic. 
boundaries are. He adds that the .Wright asks 'that drivers un- 
Nis.ga'a don't mind., outsiders 
coming in to pick mushrooms - -  
they only want them to stay off 
private property, 
Wright adds that ~ another 
problem created by the influx of 
a large number of mushroom 
pickers is the traffic hazard it 
creates for local people. He says 
that this problem has been partly 
and about double the number of 
buyers. This makes the competi- 
tion heavy and prices fluctuate 
rapidly. 
familiar with gravel roads or the 
Nasa area exercise caution while 
driving. 
An employee of a local 
mushroom buyer verifies that 
forests everywhere are teeming 
with pickers. She says that there 
are at least five times the number 
of people looking for mush= 
rooms as there were last year 
• As an example, last Monday 
the price for number one 
mushrooms at 5 p.m. was $37 
per pound, up $5 from an hour 
earlier, and she expected the- 
price would rise to $40 before 
the day's business was done. She 
said the highest price paid dur- 
ing the previous week was $68 
per pound. 
This lady sings the blues 
She discovered her voice just 
after leaving high school, and 
what a discovery it was -- good 
enough'to put her on Stage and 
in the recording studio with one 
of the greatest performers of the 
swing era... Duke Ellington. "I  
like to say that I started at the 
top and things have been deter- 
iorating ever since," Eve Smith 
laughed from behind the key- 
board at Augie's Lounge in the 
Terrace Hotel. 
A deep, rich voice betrays the 
joke. She could still be singing 
"Mood Indigo" or "Sophisti- 
cated Lady" with the Duke, but 
now she's doing it solo with her 
own rippling piano accompani- 
ment. 
This is Smith's first visit to the 
Northwest, and she says she de- 
cided to take the offer from Ter- 
race Hotel manager Peter Benias 
because she wanted to get out of 
Vancouver for a while and see 
some more of B.C. When She 
was driving through the spec- 
tacu lar  scenery between 
Smithers and Terrace, she knew 
the trip was worthwhile. 
Born in Washington, D.C., 
Smith came to Canada early in 
her life and became involved in 
singing, acting and television 
productions in Montreal and 
Toronto. Then came Vancou- 
ver, and she's been there ever 
since, performing with her jazz 
group at prime locations like the 
Three Greenhorns, Estella's, the 
Alma St. Cafe, Annabel's and 
the Hot Jazz Club. More recent- 
ly she's offered her talent o the 
Vancouver Blues Preservation 
Society by playing the recondi- 
tioned Lux Theatre on Hastings 
St. 
Thisis Smith's first venture as 
a solo performer, but she says 
the piano playing comes as 
naturally as her vocal abilities. 
She had a minimum of formal • 
music training, and in fact her 
parents wanted her to be a 
school teacher; pop music 
- -  and more 
wasn't a "respectable" career at 
that time. Her time with Duke 
Ellington set her musical 
preferences. 
And what does she like to 
play? Ballads. "I  like songs with 
meaning, songs that tell a 
story," she says. At Augie's, 
listeners and loungers can expect 
to hear blues and jazz classics by 
Cole Porter, Richard Rogers, 
Duke EUington, George Gersh- 
win, and many of the songs 
made famous by the great Billie 
Holiday. 
Eve Smith will be playing the 
lounge Monday through Satur- 
day from 8 p.m. to midnight un- 
til September 26. 
Council backs university 
At their meeting last night, 
Terrace City Council decided to 
express their "keen interest and 
support" to the Interior Univer- 
sity Society by way of a letter 
sent by fax. Although Council 
members had hoped to attend a 
briefing session to be held next 
Monday, the date coincides with 
their Union of B.C. Municipal- 
ities meeting in Whistler. 
On September 19 the Interior 
University Society will discuss 
recommendations Of the feasi - 
bilty study, particularly the idea 
of establishing a network of 
regional campuses or study 
centers. Suggested locations in- 
clude the Terrace-Kitimat area, 
as well as Quesnel-WiUiams 
Lake, Peace River, and Prince 
George. 
Society president Murray 
Sadler described the network 
model as "unique in its attempt 
to serve a large land area with 
scattered population centres." 
In October, the Society plans 
to present he feasibility study 
to the provincial government. 
-7 - '  " 
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1988 Tax Sale 
Pursuant to Section 457 of the Municipal Act, on the 30th day of September, 1988, In the Counoll Chambers of 
the City of Terrace, at the hour of ten o'clock In the forenoon, there shall be offered for sale by public auction 
each and every parcel of real property Including Improvements, upon which any of the taxes are delinquent. 
The following properties have delinquent axes as of September 9th, 1988: 
Folio # Address: Legal Description: 
00184.000 2720 Tetrault Street Lot B Dist. Lot 360 Plan 3636 
00424.000 4504 Graham Avenue Lot 8 Dist. Lot 360 Plan 7626 
00436.000 2610 Kalum Street Lot 1 Dist. Lot 360 Plan 8512 
01329.000 4734 Park Avenue Lot 2 Block 9 & 10 Dist. Lot 361 
Plan 3374 
01489.000 4742 Straume Avenue Lot 21 Block 4 Dist. Lot 361 
Plan 3674 
01601.000 3402 Eby Street Lot 5 Block 8 Dist. Lot 361 
Plan 4654 
01734.000 4714.06 Davis Avenue Lot 10 Dist. Lot 361 Plan 7681 
02525.000 4828 Highway 16 Lot C Diet. Lot 362 Plan 1919 
02542.000 4829 Lazelle Avenue Lot 2 Dist. Lot 382 Plan 3125 
02712.000 4848 Olson Avenue Lot 5.Dist. Lot 362 Plan 4249 
03022,000 4808 Tuck Avenue Lot 4 Dist. Lot 362 Plan 7584 
03124.000 8130 Hlohway 16 West Lot 2 Dlat. Lot 362 Plan 8897 
05038.000 ~'~24 Marsh Crescent Lot 3 Block 1 Dist. Lot 368 
Plan 3349 
05329.000 4438 Lakelse Avenue Lot 19 Block 4 Dist. Lot 369 
Plan 972 
05434.000 4501-4503 Greig Avenue Lot 14 & 15 Block 11 Dist. Lot 369 
Plan 972 
06423.000 
06525.000 
08014.000 
11014.000 
11015.000 
11021.000 
11067.000 
2801 Kenney Street 
5120 Mills 
2711 Braun Street 
4508 Eby Street 
4418 Eby Street 
4403 Sparks Street 
4734 Halliwsll Avenue 
11135.000 4706 Galr Avenue 
11181.000 4423 Eby Street 
11162.000 4421 Eby Street 
14002.000 5021 Halllwell Avenue 
17504.000 4908 Haugland Avenue 
19027.000 3614.27'Kalum Street 
19032.001 3614-32 Kalum Street 
19242.001 2603 Braun Street 
19732.000 4310.32 Marsh Crescent 
Lot B Diet. Lot 611 Plan 
Lot C Dist. Lot 611 Plan 
Lot 8 Diet. Lot 615 Plan 
Dist. Lot 977 Plan 1055 
Dist. Lot 977 Plan 1055 
Block 12 Dist. Lot 977 Plan 1055 
Lot 17 Block 16 Dist. Lot 977 
Plan 4251 
Lot 3 Dist. Lot 977 Plan 4863 
Upset Price: 
$ 1,526.08 
4,049.13 
4,958.62 
4,869.71 
2,961.20 
..... 1,358.34 
. 2,292.56 
135,478.90 
!~ 2,708.72 
: '  5;218.63 
2,815.38 
: , ~ 27,553.07 
1,365.76 
5,811.50 
20,758.57 
29a04.53 
1,992.80 
1,996.78 
4,178.60 
- : 8,482.49 
7,494.85 
1,895.83 
3,555.53 
Lot A Dist. Lot 977 Plan 9025 3,839.22 
Lot B. D Diet. Lot 977 Plan 9025 : 8,127.99 
Block 11 Plan 1097 :. ' :  ~': 6,350.42 
Block 7 Dist. Lot 5760 Plan 1440 ~,!~ ~ ~ i -  1,047.00 
: =c  ~ .~ : 715.87 
5O4.53 
~ 788.21 
. . . .  ~ . .  :.~..:~./~ 92.72 
7940 
11620 
3904 
i 
i 
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Old proposal could 
have preventer6 a 
major confron tion 
TERRACE - -  Was the confron- 
tation between city hall and 
Halliwell Ave. residents regard- 
ing the use of their street as a 
logging access route to the 
Kitselas area really necessary? 
According to information re- 
ceived by the Terrace Review, 
the whole issue could have been 
resolved before it even happened 
if city Council had received a 
proposed Traffic Bylaw amend- 
ment that was drawn up over 
two years ago. 
Gil Cobb, the city's senior 
Inside 
this week's 
,.Terrace Review 
READER FRIENDLY: Both 
Terrace libraries have replac. 
ed their well-thumbed, card~ 
atalogues with keyboards 
an d screefiS..: page' 17. 
building inspector for eight 
years until he resigned in mid- 
December last year, has con- 
firmed the existence of such an 
amendment and says that it was 
drawn up by himself and his 
junior assistant, Gerry Lichten- 
feld, in conjunction with city 
engineer Ralph Keen more than 
two years ago. 
He says the amendment was a 
result of a study they carried out 
on various traffic flows within 
the city and their effect on safety 
and maintenance problems on 
city streets. Cobb, now the 
senior building inspector in Gold 
River, says the amendment 
would have prevented any in- 
dustrial traffic from using 
Halliwell. 
'!I can't believe the city would 
allow logging trucks in a school 
zone, let alone on Halliwell atail 
witl~, the. present- road.~co.adi~ 
tions,i'i.~he said,., The ~probl~i ' 
says Cobb, is that the building 
inspector doesn't have a voice in 
council. "They pay people like 
me to give professional advice 
and information, but that infor- 
mation was probably Side- 
tracked.,' 
Lichtenfeld, now the in. 
dustrial commercial building in- 
spector in Campbell River, also 
recalls the amendment. " It  
would have been in black and 
white but nobody bothered to 
pull it out. It defined arterial 
and feeder routes,, '  he said, 
adding, "They have to have 
cont inued 0nl, page  24 
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Except for management and essential services, the provincial government was off the job 
Monday morning as BCGEU members like these in front of the Terrace Government Agent 
office set up picket lines. Contract talks were set to resume this morning at 8 a.m. " 
!~L .'" 
Negotiations between the wages. A stalemate Friday night 
government and the B.C. Gov-had  th e government holding 
ernment Employees Union': are finn attheir offer of 15 percent 
Talks to resume as civil 
• . : ,  -,. : - ,  . ; 
" " "S  'picket lines w a l k  - - • 
scheduled to resume at 8:00 this 
morning in Vancouver. At a 
pressconference y sterday at 1 
p.m., chief government egotia- 
tor Bob Plecas made the an- 
nouncement, adding there 
would be an immediate news 
blackout. 
Only a day and a half after the 
full force of the strike hit Ter- 
race, the sides agreed to meet 
again to discuss the issue of 
T hle:Cliy',f~':': -:: :-Tefface 1. offer!ng a $500 reward :for information leading to the arrest and C O n B 
vlCtion Of:Whoever did this. late Friday night or early Saturday morning, someoneused a 
vehicle to rip up the newly.seeded landscaping on the hill in front of the Terrace Arean. On 
the ~ame evening Terrace RCM P report that a similar incident occurred on the soccer fields 
• at Chr.isty Park, Anyone wanting to' give.Information Is,requested to call, th 0 Terra0 e RCMP, 
over three years, while the union 
was asking for 25 percent. 
Earlier reports Tuesday morn- 
ing had Terrace-area BCGEU 
members wondering why they 
weren't back at work, according 
to BCGEU rap eli Magnusson 
Reports that morning had in- 
_ dicated the. government was 
ready to move on its final offer. 
At noon Plecas confirmed the 
government was prepared to in- 
crease the 15 percent offer, and 
by 1 p.m. the announcement to 
begin negotiating again was 
made. 
The strike was evident in Ter- 
race in a big way by Monday. 
Picket lines hit the Liquor 
Store here in Terrace Saturday, 
and by Monday morning Mag- 
nusson estimated there were 
over a dozen picket lines around 
town. 
The B.C. Government  
Employees Union strike has 
some offices completely shut 
down, some operating with 
management personnel only, 
and some offering essential ser- 
vices. 
Offices being maintained by 
workers excluded from the 
BCGEU include the Govern- 
ment Agent office, Courts, 
Forests and Lands, Parks, the 
Skeena Health Unit, and Social 
Services and Housing. Courts 
• manager Irene Blackstone said 
Monday they were operating as 
usual, and there was no court 
scheduled for that day. A 
Kitimat court Tuesday operated 
as usual, with management per- 
sonnel. She said the main prob- 
lem was a shortage of staff to 
handle all the telephone in- 
quiries. 
Erie Holt ,  operat ions 
manager at Forests and Lands, 
said five excluded staff  were 
handling the work of about 30 
BCGEU members. Because of 
the very low hazard of forest 
fires at this time, he said there 
would be no problem with non- 
union personnel taking over. He 
also said they would still be 
capable of hiring forest fire 
fighters if the need arose. 
Similarly for Parks, the tim- 
ing of the strike has caught hem 
in the off-season. Supervisor 
Gord MacDonald is the only ex- 
cluded staff person, with three 
on strike. "It won't have much 
effect because we're not very 
cont inued on page  2 
Record-breaking run 
The bad weather kept down attendance totals, but the 85 runners 
turning up for Sunday's two sessions raised more money this year 
than was raised last year in the Terry Fox run for cancer at Terrace. 
Organizers aid about $1,700 was pledged or donated Sunday. ~.his 
compares to the $1,478 raised by 146 runners last year. Chair~n 
Gary Pettipas said sunny weather would likely have seen double ~ 
entries, with more than $2,500 picked up. Totals from other area 
communities are not yet available, " 
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wi h federal rges 
Federal Fisheries Minister $I million, not make .it clear Whether/thel ' 
Tom Siddon took a" whirlwind In Terrace Iddon spoke to new committee will replace that 
tour of the Northwest last week, the Chamber of Commerce at a body or act as an independent 
strewing over $I million of luncheon meeting Thursday, advisory group. 
federal money in his wake. and while announcing no money 
Siddon arrived in Prince for the local community he did Jim Culp, a former Terrace 
Rupert Sept. 14, where he an- say a new advisory body is being community sport fishing advisor 
nounced a total of $190,000 established to represent sport to the DFO, was chosen to "de- 
from the Small Craft Harbours fishing interests in the Skeena velop a consultative process" 
Revitilization Program for River watershed. The current with recreational fishermen in 
redredging the moorage at Skeena River Management ad- the region. 
Federal Fisheries Minister Tom Slddon spoke to the Ter- Dodge Cove and installing lights visory committee is heavily Siddon was accompanied on 
race and District Chamber of Commerce last Thursday, ac- on the Rushbrook floats. The . weighted in favor of commercial the tour by Skeena Tory can- 
companled by Skeena PC candidate Ray Halvorsen (center). Siddon announced the creation of a new advisory following day in Kitimat he an- fishing interests, but Siddon did didate Ray Halvorson. 
nounced that the same program M t i 
body here to look a f te r the  interests of recreational will provide up to $1million for Ter race  oun a n 
fishermen in the Skeena watershed, dredging, expansion and ira- 
" provements at the K i t imat -  " " 
S t r ,  ke  - . .  ©on.tlnued from page 1 : Stikine Regional. District's MK catches on fire 
busy at this time of year." Magnusson said, that the Bay Marina at the north end of .:. 
At the Highways department, union has agreed to provide the Douglas Channel. " TERRACE -" Near the end of a tinguished with the help .of a 
r~gional director Neville Hope emergency services, with Regional district adminis- 
s~d seven people were continu- workers on stand by, if manage- trator Bob Marcellin said they quiet forest fire season a small Northern Mountain Helicopters 
[rig to operate road patrols, to ment cannot handle the re- have been working actively for blaze erupted On Terrace Moun- Bell206 with a monsoon bucket, rain Sunday during an unlikely members of the Terrace Fire 
keep the public advised of condi- quests, such as for public health about wo months with the DFO 
tions. Maintenance and con- inspections, to put the deal together: He ex- period of heavy rainfall. Department and personnel from 
struction work has been sus- BCGEU spokesperson Sheila peers a report containing the Kalum Forest District protec- the Ministry of Forests. 
pended. Hope also said that Fruman told the Terrace Review concept design of the revamped tion officer Erie Holt said the Holt said the fire was prob- fire burned about one-tenth of a ably started by an abandoned 
through an agreement with the that wages were the only out- marina to be issued in the next hectare and was quickly ex- campfire. 
Union, th e U.sk Ferry is continu- standing issue. When talks came few weeks, with detailed plans to 
ing to  operate. Other inland to an impasse Friday night, the follow before the end of the Date HI Lo Prec. Weather Report 
ferry services in' the province government had offered five year. Sept.12 19.512.9 trace 
Were not designated as essential percent increases in each of three Marcellin noted that some 
services, years, While the union was ask- localmoney may be involved in Sept. 13 17.9 11.7 nil Forecast: • Increasing , • Sept. 14 17.3 10.6 nil clouds with a 50 percent 
The Skeena Pubfic Health ing for 25 percfnt over three the project because it appears 
Unit is providing some public years. "We've indicated we're that the eventual cost will exceed Sept. 15 14.8 3.6 trace chance of rain most days Sept. 16 16.6 3.7 nil becoming Cool with after- 
health services. Mike Corbeii ready roger bacl~ to bargaining Sept. 17 16.0 6.8 ni l  noon highs to 12 and ov(K- 
~ ~ .  ~,~ _ _  ~l~ L& I~,=. , . ,  & , - .  
said the B.C. Nurses Union has if the government is prepared to ? ?????????????????  
an agreement with the BCOEU move on their final wage offer, ~ 
to continue working during the and we're prepared to move on H O WCA N YOU 
strike. Speech and hearing ser- our latest proposal," she said. , ? 
.vices are not being offered, and Inal l  other areas ~: talked pr~-  ?. - .OWN ~A ,.: 
no public health inspections will ~essed satisfactorily, in regard NEW TRUCK? 
be done .except in the case of an to protection for . BCGEU 
emergencY. There Wasno lad- members from pfivatization, an FoR 
ministmtw¢ support staff work- agreement ,,as worked out giv- ?9 ~ 
met L and a picket line was in mg workers the choice of re- 
place. " malning within government in a i 11 13  e69 per month?? 
Magnusson estimated 35 pea- similar job, or going to work , phon e 
ple from Soc~ial ~rvices and with private contractors while ~ 
Housing were on strike, leaving maintaining their penslons and MR' LEA sf 
three excluded personnel to run the fight to opt back into ~ " TOLL FREE 
the office. District manager Bill government service once the 
Anderson was answering the contracts expire. 1-604-$20-3055 
phones Monday. Several hundred Terrace 
• Some departments had been residents are members of the ? We will also pay for ? TAURUS Difflcultleslneonnectlonwitha©o-workercome 
shut down completely, andsome 29,000-strong B.C. Government ? travel expenses ? Apr. ZO-Msy 20 toahead.Youmaybejmtalitlletoosemitive. GEMINI The social side of life brings you in contact with " 
have an answering machine to Employees Union. :? for you on any deal' ? MayZI-June20 interesting personalities. One in particular im- 
deal. with. calls. The recorded ????????????????????'? pressesyouasbeingmightynice. - . 
message at Environment and CANCER Business matters cause disruption athome, or is 
Parks advised callers to phone Whatever  yott wear"' ~'~ June21July 22 it familymatters intruding on the professional scene? Be diplomatic. 
the local RCMP in the case of an ~,~e clean with eare.~/ I,EO Read the fine print, and understand what you 
emergency, the local office of July 23-Aug. 22 read, when signing documents. Your mind can 
the Corrections branch took ~? i (~#i [~fC~¢~ ~[ (~aH~,~.¢ .~ play tricks. 
messages for staff to return, and v I R( ;O Financial ffairs involving others tend to be touchy. 
Aug. 23-Sepl. Z2 (Sunday's full Moon). it gels better as the week 
no answer was received at the moves along. 
Weigh Scales on Highway 16.  Wednesday i s  ' "  LIBRA If you are looking for a romantic experience, all
The Offices of Municipal Af- Sept. 23-(kS. 22 theelements are there. Take hold of the problem. 
fairs, Advanced Education and ~ SHIRT ~ SCORl,lO lk charitable with thoseless fortunate han your" 
Job Training, and Employment eel. 23-Nov 21 self. Be clear and above board with co-workers. 
Standards, all located at 4548 . SA(;rrTARIUS An influential person you meet at a social gather" 
Lakelse, wereempty .  On ly two llAllll|ll DAY , Nov. 22-De¢.21 ,ng can be hdpful in your professional ffairs. 
CAPRICORN Some friction arises over a business arrangement 
staff, people are excluded from Dec. 22-Jan. 19 that getsin the way of domestic bliss. 
the union, a picketer explained, only AUVAmUS Your interest in education and philosophy could 
and as industrial relations of- Ja.. 20-1"d~. 18 find you on the road again in search of broader 
ricers, they have nevercomein ~ S 110 horizons. 
tO work when there was a job ac- PISCI:,~ Luck is with you if yotl go ahead wilh yotlr plans 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 fora new project hai should bring added income. 
tion in progress. A notice on the Men's or Ladies' cotto / 
door advised contractors need- 
ing electrical permits to contact dress or business shirts 
B.C, Hydro. 
The correctional facility here expertly laundered 
in Terrace continued to operate .Drop off point at Thornhlll Market 
as usual, with union members 
going in to work their shifts. .Best, most Reliable and Cleanest 
Ther~ was a picket set up over  Service around 
the weekend, but the union -Only DRIVE--THRU in town 
discontinued it. Staff have 
worked through the strike~ .get- s:m ..m.- t:00 p.m,.Momlay tOFriday 
ring passes to cross the picket ~.~o e.m..$:~O p.m..S~turday 
fine to maintain this esse6tial xmu maN== ¢=om vm POST oma 
service. 
"cham ,iber xecs installed 
> +  + . . . . . .  local reps . . . .  Of agenda • as . The Terrace: .and ~ DiStrict pertmanager Darryl Laurent, birch and red cedar, an  East Chamber of Commerce now has treasurer is Doug McLeod of German company looking for 
meet education minister a new set of officials to serve the Wightman and Smith Insurance, 
• organization during the coming and June Stenzel/ franchise 
. . .  
Issues in the education of 
native Indian students were the 
primary topic o f  discussion 
Monday when the top elected of- 
ficiai and superintendent of 
School District 88 met with 
Education Minister Tony Brum- 
mett in Prince Rupert. 
Brummett is currently in the 
process of gathering reactions to 
the final report of the Royal 
Commission on Education. 
District superintendent Frank 
Hamilton said in an interview 
yesterday morning that board 
Chair Vai Napoleon outlined to 
Brummett the size, composition 
and percentage of native 
students in School District 88 
and informed him that many of 
the recommendations made in 
the report have already been put 
into action in this district. These 
include a native education ad- 
visory committee, home-school 
coordinators, itinerant eachers 
in native culture, and a number 
of teachers who are of native 
ancestry. 
Hamilton said the Minister 
was also informed that the 
district last year applied for 
$156,000 in provincial funding 
to establish a native kmguage 
program, and Napoleon:advised 
~him#that if the ministry is in- 
terested in trying pilot project'~ 
regarding some of the Sulli~/ah 
Report's recommendations the 
local district is interested in 
'cooperating and Coordinating 
with the ministry. 
Hamilton noted that anYsuch 
projects would require provin- 
cial funding, and Brummett said 
in an interview Monday that due 
to the requirement for dollars it 
is difficult to be specific about 
what programs might be coming 
to this district. 
• Brummett also said he has set 
a March 1989 deadline for 
amendments to the School Act, 
saying that they must be ready 
by then if an amended Act is go- 
ing to be set before the spring 
session of the legislature. 
year. The executive" and direc- 
tors were sworn in at a banquet 
and dance Saturday night at the 
Inn of the West. 
Chamber president for 
1988=89 is local furniture mer- 
chant Dick Sharpies. First vice- 
president is Terrace=Kitimat air= 
Back to the table 
Protocol pushed aside 
as bargaining resumes 
TERRACE --  The bargaining previously signed off. 
committees for School District Meetings have been set for 
88 and the Terrace District this weekend, with further ses- 
Teachers' Association agreed signs scheduled Up to Oct. 30. 
Saturday to put protocol on the The TDTA and the board are 
back burner and get down to negotiating their first collective 
sorting out the nuts and bolts of agreement. 
a collective agreement. 
Board negotiating committee @ 1" @ ~  
chairman Delbert Morgan ex- 
pressed relief, saying, "It is 
good that we have their pro- 
posais and are finally getting on 
with it." 1938-1988 
A.  statement from TDTA 
president Helmut Giesbrecht 
was more gu~,rded: "We have 
decided, in the interests of get- 
ting b~ii'gaining going, to table 
the remainder of our proposals. 
If the00oard reneges on any of its 
sign~l;6Tf:df~hses '; duri6~ th~ 
course of negotiations, our 
membership will respond to 
that."" "
At previous essions in June 
and last week when negotiations 
recommenced, the two sides 
were at a standstill over the 
question of re-opening items 
holder for the local Kentucky 
Fried Chicken outlet,, will serve 
as secretary. 
The board of directors i  filled 
by Dave McKeown, Paul Wil- 
liams, Randy Trombley, Wayne 
Jones, Sharon Taylor, Greg 
Townsend, Reynold Collins, 
Judy Jephson, Dennis Brewer 
and Bill Horsburgh. 
The oath of office was ad- 
ministered by Rev. stan Bailey 
of Knox United Church. About 
l$0 people witnessed the event. 
Guest speaker for the evening 
was Vancouver-Little Mountain 
MLA Grace McCarthy, whose 
primary topic was local develop- 
ment through internation.al 
trade opportunities. McCarthy 
advised local business people to 
establish market and trade con- 
tacts through a provincial gov- 
ernment initiative, the B.C. Bus- 
iness Network. 
As an example of what the 
system can do, she read off a 
print-out obtained the day 
before that indicated markets 
for chipboard, plywood, lock- 
board and hardwood in the 
United, Kingdom, buyers in 
Korea seeking ~ guaranteed an- 
nual containe~" loads of white 
Proclamation 
  tcar  car 
Let it be known Ihat 1, ~ rxtmu Mayor of ~e City of Terrace, 
by the powers vested in me do hereby declare thal: 
ltHEREAS $kc.¢na CeZZ,,JE04t b¢cam Zn~o, tpo~e.d  Zn ~3ttRe #i.."l~.$~' 
a,id ¢ , l~gb~hed • ~umbe4 tn t t~p~t~t  ~n ~ht C~I/. o~ T¢&aget;.~ L' " 
ANP NHEREA$ Skttna C¢~ulo4¢ I ,~. oonm¢~o(d .a mg. jo4 .~,',n,~Z 
¢on4~.taet~on p~og~amm¢ named "PROJECT. STARSHZP"; 
• ANP ~/fE/HAS SkEtna C~ZZaZo4t &4 = majo4 cmpZovcA aad atv tnut  
and g~o~tk o~ Tt.aaac¢; 
AHP ltlfER[AS a¢ ~¢~¢om¢ Sktena ¢¢~,[a~o,lt 1n¢. and'Look ~o4"~o~d" 
I:o a P.o,~n~td p40~pexoa4 bu,4,0tC.4t 4¢~t~on4b~ p w~k ~htm; 
HOlt KNOW FE THAT ltE DO BY TNESE PRESENTS PROCLAIg',(Hg. ~ECLARE 
Cha~ THURSPAF, SEPTENEER 19~ 1911 t ~(~ bt" known a4 mREPAP PAY." 
A.n Zkt CA.C~ o~ T¢44a.C¢. 
ANP BE JT FURTHER PROCLAfHEP THAT ~n 4.¢¢ogn,~t,~oit .d~, ,CA,c: 
,(mpo4Z:nct o~ P4ojtet S(¢A4k~[p (o (h i  eZ¢¥, APHI$$JOHS:T~,T~E 
PUBL|C SKATING AT T~E TERRACE ARENA A~IP. ALL" TEANJ;T, SERVZCE.S:).I~LI;' 
BE FREE OH $EPTENBER t~. l t l | .  
AHP BE |T IESOLVEP THAT ek~ Rep~p F~ bt |~o~ ¢¢'C~t~ If~C 
~04 (~t~.  dCy O~ Sepef.ib¢4 ~9. |9 |1 .  
i 
Dale 
':(;OO SAVE TI lE Q 
pallets, and Mexican manufac- 
turers wanting alder and white 
pine furniture stock. 
In a notable departure from 
the Socred party line, McCarthy 
stated opposition to the provin- 
cial property purchase tax, a 
feature of the last budget. She 
said it should be eliminated 
because it puts first-time• home 
buyers "behind the eight-bail", 
and then added it was a relief to 
be able to speak out on the issue. 
McCarthy was dropped from 
the deck in a recent cabinet shuf- 
fle, and she said it's a "relief" to 
be able to say what she's think- 
ing without fear of treading on 
the toes of cabinet colleagues.. 
Chamber president Dick 
Sharpies indicated the intent to 
"work seriously to make Ter- 
race a better place to work add 
live in". He noted that the group 
has established committees on 
tourism, transportati()n, mining 
and retailing, and they are going 
to "get things done". 
Getting things done could be 
what acting mayor Doug Smith 
meant in the evening's introduc- 
tory remarks, when he said, 
"We will see the Chamber as- 
sume a more and more impor- 
tant role in the coming 
months." 
"Let's Talk 
aboUt 
Terrace 
and 
Di""":""" 
-~:: 
...... , !i! 
On Thursday; 
September 29th 
1988... 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm will be in Terrace to meet with 
residents, business people and municipal officials on 
Thursda3~ September 29th. 
Everyone is invited to a "Town Hall" meetingat he 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School, 3605 Munroe Street 
from 7:30-9:00 p.m. to meet the Premier and discuss issues 
of concern in the area. 
+lk~ 
Province. of British Columbia ' 
For further information 
contact he ,office of 
Marilyn Dav!es 
at 635-4215 
i 
I I 
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EDI R!IAL 
Defining pub service 
standstill Monday when the B.C. Government 
Employees Union set up picket lines (as you read this, 
they may or may not still be there -  there was no set- 
tlement at the time this paper went to press). Both 
sides say the disagreement centers around•the question 
of wages, but the history of the negotiations shows 
that the issues run much deeper than that. 
At the heart of this particuiar set of talks is the very 
identity of the public service, what the public expects 
of it, what we expect of our elected officials, and 
which functions the government should perform and 
which are best left to private enterprise. 
For the union there was an atmosphere of gloom 
and disorientation during the negotiations as the 
government pushed on with its privatization frenzy. 
The issues of pensioning and job security f0 r  
employees affected by private-sector transfer of assets 
and services appear to have been resolved, but we' re  
no closer to defining the role of the public service. 
We have to ask whether, with the savings ac- 
cumulated through the sale of assets and contracting- 
out of services, the provincial government will now 
turn its attention to some areas of public service that 
are sadly lacking and cannot effectively be undertaken 
by private enterprise. 
Among these is the enforcement and inspection 
function of the Ministry of Environment. Several 
months ago the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
requested some specific information from the northern 
regional office, and in reply were informed by the nor- 
thern director that due to staff shortages the informa- 
tion would require two to three months to be compiled 
and forwarded. ~ Wfien this sort of information is a ! 
determining factor in decision-making, the result is 
delayed and sometimes abandoned evelopment. 
The same ministry is also responsible for ensuring 
environmental safety, and there is no excuse for 
understaffing this critical function. 
This situation also applies to conservation officers 
(two for the entire northwest region), the Employment 
Standards Branch (same numbers), health and mental 
health personnel and the overworked Crown Counsels 
and other court staff. 
There seems to be little use in politicians churning 
out legislation by the volume if there is no one out in 
the field to enforce it and carry out policy. 
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When two plustwo equals ;..., 
two sides ,of the House 
by Victof la correspondent 
Mark Col l ins 
Privatization of,highway and 
bridge maintenance in this pro- 
vince is proceeding full speed 
ahead, but the NDP version of 
the numbers involved is so 
outrageously different from the 
government, s that I can't 
decide who is telling the truth. 
The first contract area to be 
privatized was the southern end 
of Vancouver Island. Transpor- 
tation and Highways Minister 
Nell Vant says the three-year 
deal at a cost of $29.9 million 
saves the taxpayers $1.1 million 
because the projected cost of 
having the work done by the 
provincial government is $31 
million. 
Those are not spectacular 
numbers but they are nice. I 
would be happy to have my 
taxes cut by three and a half 
percent, so a saving of that 
amount in one area of govern- 
ment operations sounds like a 
good idea, 
Dale Lovick, the NDP priva- 
tization critic, says the deal is 
anything but good. He said 
small businesses supplying 
materials for highway mainten- 
ance would be shafted by 
the scheme. He said the "buy 
regional" clause in the contract 
was too weak and was undoing 
, years of  work by the .B ;C. Pur- 
chasing Commission to support 
local suppliers. Lovick went on 
to say costs would increase 
because of loss of bulk buying 
power. 
That's interesting but rather 
tentative because the private 
contraczors might well decide 
to continue to buy locally. As 
to costs, Bob Rogers, president 
of Griffin Laboratories C0rp- 
oration in Kelowna, says he is 
getting a better deal from some 
of his suppliers now than 
before he was privatized. 
Rogers says that's because he 
pays in 30 days rather than the 
60 to 90 days the government 
takes. 
The NDP research depart- 
ment then went to work to pro- 
vide us with figures to prove it 
is a bad deal. The first thing 
they dug up was a list of used 
equipment being sold to the 
private contractor. The list in- 
cluded a 1975 Grocer crane 
which cost the government 
$29,000 and is being sold for 
less than $2,000. 
That sounds pretty low to me 
unless the crane had been 
mistreated for years and is in' 
need of major work. Vant said 
the equipment was profes- 
sionally appraised, but I am 
left with some suspicions on 
this one. The NDP claims the 
discounts total $1 million, 
enough to wipe out the pro- 
jected savings on the deal... 
The differences in the ~" 
numbers get much more . . . . .  
dramatic when you look at the 
actual work to be done. The 
NDP looked at cost figures for 
maintenance work in the con- 
tract area from 1982-83 to 
1986-87. The average annual 
cost was $6.12 millionand the 
most recent annual cost was 
$6.35 million. The government 
now proposes to pay $9.96 
million for each of the next 
three years. 
On top of that, after total- 
ling up lineal meters of crack 
sealing, cubic meters of 
highway surface gravelling, and 
roadside brush •removal, Lovick 
says the private contractor will 
provide 40 percent less service, 
Vant dismisses Lovick's 
claims as "misleading and Oh, 
viously based on an incorrect 
interpretation of the facts". 
The minister says two indepen- 
dent national chartered 
accounting firms verified the 
methodology used to project 
ministry costs. He insists there 
will be no reduction in safety 
and service standards-and that 
it will not cost the government 
more money, = " 
The government has not yet 
released full details of the con- 
tract. Quite correctly, they 
want to wait until the other 27 
maintenance ontracts are sign- 
ed before letting us examinethe 
numbers in detail. That's fair 
enough but when the truth gets 
out, either Dale Lovick or Nell 
Vant is going to look very silly 
indeed. 
Tourism figures up 
Tourist statistics were up pared to 1,595 inquiries over ihe 
• again for the month of August. 
,Bobble Phillips, Terrace and 
'District Chamber of Commerce 
secretary-manager, said the total 
for the month was 2,358; corn- phone inquiries. 
same period last year. 
From August 1 to August 31, 
1988, 1,895 personal inquiries 
were responded to, as were 398 
'k 
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. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  R u n ners than ked 
To the E&tor; Ford, Skeena Valley Runners, 
~-'" I would like at this time to CFTK, Loomis Courier, and all 
thank the following for their the local merchants who 
contribution to  the Sept. 18 displayed pledge forms, and 
"Terry Fox Run" held in Ter- volunteers and all participants. 
{ ~ i : -  race: Through your efforts you have 
~ ~l l :~~~k~ ' ~  •The District of Terrace, made the 1988 "Terry Fox 
Skeena Sawmills, the Kinette Run", at $1,700, the most suc- 
Club of Terrace, Canada cessful ever in Terrace. 
The TERRA C 
. :  . " 
RE VIEW ASKED: 
What do you expect will 
be the :primary issue for Skeena 
in the federal election? 7 
Mark Ooehler 
Income tax on mushroom 
pickers. 
Anthony Hanna 
It could. .be a •number o f  
things but I expect the native 
land claims will be number 
one on the agenda. 
~, : ,:: / :  Gmg Hards  ~ ~: ,~ 
It Will be in tho ~ area of 
forestry probably. 
Kevln Beavltt 
.... Scrut iny  of the 
System. 
legal 
• •iii:%iiii~: •• ~::~ ~ . . . . . . . .  • •~ :::~i:: ¸  • :.~ iiii•i~i: :•• 
- : : : : : : : :  : . ::: : : : :  .. 
> : 
With the summer at an end, the student tour guides at 
Heritage Park have returned to their university and college 
studies. Anita Ziegler, Heather Newman and Alex Ziemian- 
ski helped make the season a success for both the tourists 
and the regional museum society. 
Heritage Park concludes busysummer 
contributed by Mamle Kerby 
The Terrace Regional 
Museum Society is pleased to 
report the Heritage Park sum- 
mer program was a complete 
success.  
Approximately 4,500 people 
visited the park in the four- 
month, spring-summer period. 
Our Challenge/88 tour guides 
for 15 weeks were aU local 
students. They are all "returning 
to universities or the local col- 
lege this fail. 
Tourists visiting the park 
came from as far away. as 
Australia, Egypt, France, Japan 
and Great Britain. 
Over 600 children on school 
tours came to the park to learn a 
little background history of the 
area. . . . .  : 
This summer Heritage Park 
provided a traditional backdrop 
for seven beautiful weddings. 
We give a special thank you to 
all the people who contributed 
to ~the success of the summer 
program and to the people who 
contributed to the tremendous 
entertainment for our Riverboai 
Days program and our Music in 
the Park day. 
Safeway, McDonald's, Terrace 
Public Library, Terrace Totem 
Gary Pettipas 
Terrace 
Rescuers thanked 
To the Editor; 
A special thanks to the 
Bowen-Colthursts of Water Lily 
Bay Resort for our rescue and 
their immediate care given to us 
after our accident. Thanks to 
Braden Rowse of Prince Rupert 
who helped Michael in the boat. 
To our many friends and 
relatives who phoned-or talked 
to us, thank you for your con- 
cern. 
Clarence and Joyce Baker 
Terrace 
t 
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and advisory industry in British Columbia. 
Those wishing to appear at any of the above locations 
should notify the Clerk of Committees as soon as 
possible. 
Address all correspondence or inquiries to: 
Mr. Craig H. James, 
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Room 236, 
Parliament Buildingsl 
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Can ! quote you on 
Commentary " - - "  by Stephanlo Wlebe 
cookin' - -  if it's black, it's 
done." Why isn't Mr. Bartlett 
interested in these? 
I sometimes get the feeling 
that these famous quoters lived 
in a different world than I. 
Heavy thinking requires a full 
concentration of brain cells. 
Someone quoted as saying, 
"The impoverishing philosophy 
of ages has laid stress on the 
distinctions of the individual, 
and not on the universal at- 
tributes of man," (Ralph W. 
Emerson), has obviously never 
tried to plug a hole in his 
radiator or scrubbed ketchup 
stains out of the beige rug. And 
didn't they have kids around? A 
person who must explain where 
earwax comes from, why people 
throw up, and what does one do 
with a nose booger in public, 
cannot possibly conjure up deep 
profound th0ughts fo r  Mr. 
Bar t le t t ,  " " 
The quotations I'd really like 
to hear are those replies directed 
toward the famous quoters, It 
could be.irritating totive with a 
wise pliilosopher: who sits and 
thinks wl~ile you clean up after 
the new puppy. When Walt 
Whitman said, " I  have no 
mockings or arguments; I wit- 
ness and wait," I'll bet his wife 
said, "Oh shut up, Walt[" And 
Mrs. Thoreau probably had to 
do her ow n plumbing. 
Robert Buton was quoted as 
saying, "We can say nothing but 
what hath been said." Regard- 
less, I 'm going to start writing 
down the things my friends say. 
You never know when a •pro- 
found statement might become 
famous. Meanwhile, I have to 
agree with Delores - -  I wish 
they'd stop changing my gar- 
bage day. 
Notice the following famous 
quotes: 
"'The mass of  me~ lead lives 
of  quiet desperation. " - -  Henry 
David Thoreau. 
"'Birds of a feather flock 
together. ""-- Cervantes. 
"'Damn, they keep changing 
my garbage day." -- Delores 
Johnson. 
I wonder why that last one 
doesn't seem to fit. None of my 
friends ever say anything so 
deeply philosophical or wise that 
they're repeatedly quoted to im- 
press others. I guess I hang 
around the wrong people. 
Imagine Thoreau having a 
beer with his buddies, casually 
discussing his home plumbing 
problems. Did he ever say 
anything normal, like, "Geez, 
ya gotta pay a fortune for a 
good plumber these days." And 
I. Road.runners take,, off 
! for. toys this SatUrday" 
The Sixth Annual Toy Run, organized by the. Roadrun- 
ners Motorcycle Club, will take place this Saturday. 
According to club spokesman James Gilham, cyclists will 
be departing from the wdgh scales at 2 p.m., tour Greig 
and Lakelse Ave., and finally donate their gifts of toys to 
Salvation Army Captain John Harker at their final destina- 
tion, the Inn of the West. 
Gilham says theride is open to anyone, regardless of the 
size of their bike, and will take place rain or shine. For 
those wanting to helpbut who don't have a bike, Gilham 
says the); should contact he Thornhill Volunteer Fire 
Department. The Thornhili volunteers repair and donate 
toys to the Salvation Army, and donations can be dropped 
off at the firehall any Wednesday or Thursday night be- 
tween the hours of 7 and10 p.m. 
According to Giiham, the annual Toy Run normally at- 
tracts about 100 bikers who enter the event simply because 
they enjoy the opportunity to help. He says that the run 
also serves as a reminder to everyone that Christmas isn't 
really that far away, and it's time to start getting things 
together so that those in need won't be disappointed. 
did• his friends then whisper 
among themselves, "Should we 
write that one down?" "No, l 
like the one about the 'different 
drummer' better." 
Simeon Strunsky once said, 
"Famous remarks are very 
seldom quoted correctly." For 
all we know, when Thoreau was 
quoted as saying " . . .Per -  
haps...he hears a different 
drummer", he may have really 
said "Perhaps he has a different 
l~lumber." 
"" When R.W. Emerson said, 
~'Everyman, I will go with thee, 
and be thy guide, in thy most 
~eed to go by thy side," maybe 
his wife replied, "Wow, honey, 
that's really deep. Let's send it 
into 'Bartlett's Familiar Quota: 
tions'." 
I've been collecting profound 
.~'quotes over the years. My family 
;_~md friends have said some 
~ngs  worth writing down. For 
~p le ,  my mother has been 
~oted  as saying, "Jeff,  feed the 
• cat to the dog." Or "Rudy ,  
watch it - -  those bushes are 
bushes!" A close friend once 
said, "Darn it, there's a piece of 
Two old friends meet again at the Legion " 
by Roy Greening 
Bi l l  and  Sld at Branch 13 
Bill: Well, Sid, another great 
year starting for the Legion. I 
suppose you're going to put in a 
lot of time helping out on work 
parties. 
Sid: I don ' t  know, Bill, it 
looks like all the! work's been 
done over the summer. The 
dance area has been renovated 
and the •outside has been 
painted. 
Bill: Sure, a lot of it by 
volunteer help. I didn't see you 
out there. 
Sial: I know you don't even 
care, Bill, but I was in the 
hospital. 
Bill: Oh, I 'm sorry to hear 
that. Was it serious? 
Sid: Well, the doctor said it 
was touch and go. If I touched 
any more nurses I'd have to go. 
Bill: Why don't you get 
serious..This place runs on 
volunteer help. If everyone did a 
little bit it would be a lot better 
story I read in the Legion 
magazine. A private in the First 
World War was trudging along 
weighted down with his pack, 
rifle, ammunition and rations 
when the colonel rode up on his 
horse. When he saw the laden- 
down private slogging through 
the mud, he said, "Would you 
like to take my horse?" Without 
even looking up the private said, 
"Hell, no. I've got enough to 
car ry  already." 
Bill: Those are the guys that 
really won the war, Sid - -  the 
privates. Just like here; it's the 
rank and file that should be 
pitching in. I'm going to come 
down next Sunday and give a 
hand with the new ceiling tiles. 
What would you like to do, Sid? 
Sid: Nothing. That's my day 
off, Bill. Besides, I attend all the 
general meetings and lots don't 
do that. A few people can do it 
faster than a lot of us milling 
around getting in the way. 
Anyway, I have special training 
and it's not for putting up ceil- 
mg tiles'. 
• carrot up my nose. I hate it when than the same old burnt-out few 
that happens." Another friend doing it all. 
says, " I f  it's smokin', it's Sid: That reminds me of that 
• qt  • 
ps. P a 
I /V l .v . Jv=.  t,..h., . . . .  . 
I 
i o,,, ,oo, , , , . , , o ,  : 
Bill: You remind me Of 
another story in the Legion 
magazine, At an airfield in- 
North Africa during World War  
II, the routine was the same. At 
first light the alert would sound, 
pilots would run to their Hur- 
ricanes, start up and taxi out to 
the runway. At that point° the 
all-clear would sound and'they 
would taxi back to their disper- 
sals and return to the sack. One 
disgruntledpilot trained an ape 
to do this: for him. All this went 
' ¢ontlnued on page 10 
u yo,, w h,to  announce :, :i: f 
":the birth of :,YOUR bab.y, ple.as_e fill out the form . 
availablein the mate.rntty wardat MillsMemon.al ~~'~,~ 7 
Hospital. We iciil pick up your forms every weeg. 
SHUS.I'ER - :  Gerd and Becky are pleased to announce 
the birth of a baby ~ltrl, Shantel Vannesa Shuster, born 
August 29, 1988, weighing 5 lb. 12oz. 
TODD --  Keith and Mtche!le- are pleased to announce the 
birth of a daughter, Melalna Joa.nne Todd, born July 20, 
1988, wei hmg 7 lb. 11 oz. Special thanks to Dr. Hedge. 
]EJ~'~~,]]~¢~ 24-hour Phone .f~-~.~ 
• :" . - - . . - -~  (604)635-4080 ~lml l ' l  
Mem'bof AF$ Wire $oMce "sl~r~r].~n¢ 
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n air as an ele.ction issue, and 
ution as a by-pro duct of profit 
tl 
::biolOgist, I often run across data 
that:has been part of someone 
else's study, andI wonder if they 
have asked the questions that in- 
terest me. 
So it is .with part of the recent 
B.C. Cancer Survey conducted 
jointly by federal and provincial 
governments. 
My data are lists of  cancer 
statistics for B.C. which were 
bt;own-bagged to me. I don't 
know the time period of the 
data, or how it was collected, or 
much else about it, or even if it is 
very accurate. However, it was 
collected by the Health Ministry, 
so it is probably fairly accurate. 
I decided to play games with 
the data to see what truths lurk- 
ed there. 
I asked the simple questions: 
(1) Were the lung cancer deaths 
significantly greater for men in 
the areas leading the province in 
this cause of mortality, than the 
lung cancer deaths in the trailing 
areas, where air quality was 
relatively cleaner? (2) Was this 
true also for women? (3) How 
many deaths due to lung cancers 
in Prince George and Vancouver 
were,~attributable to air poilu- 
ti,9~n? 
To answer this question, I 
tabulated total deaths, cancer 
deaths and lung ,cancer deaths 
for my subjectively determined 
polluted school districts of  Van- 
couver, Sooke, Prince George, 
Ft.  Nelson, Kimberly, Nanaimo, 
-Richmond and compared them 
to the same kind of data from 
the relatively cleaner areas of 
Sunshine Coast, Central Coast, 
Vancouver Island West, Kettle 
Valley, Lillooet, Grand Forks, 
and Arrow Lakes, and applied 
very simple statistical calcula- 
tions on the data. 
Figures for Men 
From the data it is clear that 
total deaths were 96,641. 
Cancers caused 18,495 (19.138 
percent) among males in the 
polluted sample, and lung 
cancers formed 5,350 (5.5 per- 
cent of the total, deaths. 
In the unpolluted areas, for 
males, total deaths recorded 
were 5,221 of which cancers 
caused 839 (16.06 percent), of 
which lung cancers formed 187 
(3.58 percent). : 
For males, Sooke was the lung 
cancer leader at 6.79 percent of 
total deaths while the Central 
Coast was the lowest at 1.41,per- 
cent. 
Is it possible that the dif- 
ference was due to pollution? 
Pollution could well be a co- 
factor, along with smoking and 
other factors in promoting or in- 
itiating cancers. I say this 
because lung cancer is relatively 
rare among Eskimo peoples, 
even though many smoke. 
Smoking has the effect of 
burn-damaging the alvaeolar 
cilia which ~normally carry 
pollutants out in the sputum, so 
this could facilitate the onset of 
cancers. 
Figures for Women 
In I,,e polluted areas for 
females, l otal deaths were 
66,748 while cancer deaths were 
13,950 (20.98 percent) of which 
Commentary 
i i  
lung cancers formed 1,322 (1.99 
percent). 
In the unpolluted areas, for 
females, total deaths were 3,005, 
of which cancers contributed 
592 (19.7 percent), of which lung 
cancers caused 70 (2.33 percent). 
Since this last figure is greater 
than the level in the polluted 
area, it appears that there isn't 
much influence of area on in- 
cidence in females. 
The worst area for lung cancer 
for females was at Prince 
George at 2.83 percent of total 
deaths, while the lbwest area Was 
Vancouver Island West with 
zero lung cancers reported. 
Thus, the difference could be 
attributed to air pollution, that 
is 2.83 percent, though the Van- 
couver Island sample is small 
which could bias the interpreta- 
tion. But one would expect hat 
lung cancers would develop 
there, given sufficient ime into 
the future. 
I arranged the data for com- 
parative purposes and compared 
the mortalities between the 
polluted areas for both sexes, us- 
ing a powerful statistical method 
known as Analysis of Variance. 
For males, the finding of a 
statistical increase is highly 
significant, with less than one 
percent probability that the 
observed difference was due to 
chance. 
Men probably have a much 
higher incidence of cancer due to 
occupational exposure to harm- 
ful pollutants, such as welding 
fumes,  chromium,  zinc, 
pest ic ides,  carc inogenic  
chemicals at both work and 
home, mill effluents, etc, 
For females, there appears to 
be little provincial effect of loca- 
tion on lung cancer incidence, 
though of course there will be 
areas with lesser and greater 
amounts, and one must keep in 
mind that I chose a small bit of 
the data for study. 
Probably, the working en- 
vironment of females, like of- 
fices, is about as clean as her 
other working environment, he 
home. 
Extra Cancer Deaths 
Due to Pollution 
If in Vancouver males, 
surplus lung cancer deaths com- 
pared to the Central Coast were 
due to pollution - -  and there are 
many assumptions to make in 
accepting this estimate - -  then 
lung cancer mortalities in Van- 
couver caused by pollution alone 
could run as high as 3,148 males 
extra. 
The estimated proportion due 
to pollution takes on a stronger 
dimension especially if'one con- 
siders all of Canada,. wherever 
people are exposedto air pollu- 
tion. 
In Prince George, where three 
mills share the air shed, surplus 
deaths among males would be 
approximately 161 males extra. 
These results indicate that 
much lung cancer is due to 
polluted air, and this causes a 
large and significant~ loss of 
human lives, particularly among 
7 
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the male segment of the popula- 
tion. 
Correlation isn't, however, 
causality, but there is ample 
scientific literature to  cor- 
roborate a clear link between 
pollutants and lung cancers, and 
the interested reader is referred 
to biomedical abstracts for more 
information. 
Recommendations 
Since this cause of mortality is 
-largely preventable, by the in- 
stitution of regulations requiring 
downscaling of air pollution, 
these deaths, if not spurious 
statistical artifacts, arc therefore 
unnecessary. 
The health costs and loss of 
life attributed to this source of 
mortality should be borne and 
compensated by the producers 
of air pollution, as should the 
clean up, without passing the 
cost on the the public, since the 
polluters have enjoyed the pro- 
fits resulting from the sizeable 
amount of human suffering in- 
dicated above. 
They should share respon- 
sibility for these deaths with the 
government officials who licens- 
ed the pollution.. 
Perhaps a class action should 
be considered. 
One must also consider the 
mortality due to air pollution as 
it affects asthma sufferers, those 
with TB, emphysema, bronchitis 
and other pulmonary diseases, 
for a more comprehensive pic- 
ture of pollution's impacts. I 
don't recommend that people 
trapse off to areas with less lung 
cancer, unless they suffer lung 
irritation, at least not without 
checking to see if there are 
other, perhaps worse pollutants 
affecting other systems there. 
"4 '  " 
Vancouver is very unhealthy 
and I recommend that most peo- 
ple leave that city if they wish a 
Jong life, or become very active 
in cleaning it up. 
Based on this crude study, I 
recommend that provincial 
legislators and the federal 
government meet o establish in- 
creasingly strict controls on air 
pollution, and immediately en- 
force all existing legislation t~) 
implement he best technology 
available for clean up, so that we 
can stop thisneedless loss of 
human life. 
Initial efforts by the health 
department should be focused 
continued on page 10 
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YOUR HOMETOWN LOCALL Y OWNED AND OPERA TED NEWSPAPER 
EDITORIAL ESSAY AND ART 
CONTEST 
Submissions are still being accepted for the Review's Editorial Art;and 
Essay Contest. Grade 11 and 12 students are eligible for Sl00 for the 
best Essay and slO0 for the best Editorial Cartoon. 
Two essays and two cartoons 
will also be awarded honorable 
mentions, receiving certificates 
and one-year subscriptions to 
the Review. All three top win- 
ners in each category will have 
their submissions featured in up- 
coming issues of the Terrace 
Review. 
Submissions hould be on a 
current events topic (poEtics, 
ecology, human rights, tourism, 
trade, etc.) with a focus on its 
relevance to Terrace. The 
editorial essay should include a 
critical analysis of the problem 
or situation and suggest possible 
solutions or options for action. 
Essays must be a maximum 
length of 500 words; typed 
(double-spaced) and free of er- 
rors; contain accurate references 
to research sources (interviews 
and/or literature); and be the 
original work of the student. 
The editorial art submissions 
should be on white paper, with a 
maximum size of six and a half 
by nine inches, and should be ;: 
the original work of the student. ~ 
For  fu r ther  in fo rmat ion  contact  Char  at 635-7840 
:5!: 
DEADLINE: SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 5 P.M. 
. c 
EDITORIAL 
No time left to lose on [ [H 1 
these tmportant  ssues 
With school back in sesston and the first meeting of 
the local board behind us, education has once again 
become a focal point for the community's attention. 
The issues that will come under discussion are 
familiar: what students should be offered, how it will 
be paid for and by whom, the interrelationships of
students, parents, administrators, teachers and elected 
offidah, and in fact what should sad should not be 
expected of the public education system. 
These questions have all been given a departure 
point by the release last month of the final report by 
the Royal Commissioner on Education, Barry 
Sullii, an. The report, despite some shortcomings, i  
probably better than would have been expected con- 
sldeflng the time limitations and the vastness of the 
Subject. 
A major area of concentration i the report is the 
changing role of the schools: aside from the nuts and 
bolts of education, schools are now, willingly or other. 
" "  " :L  
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Thls Is one example of the 
driving form Bibbi Dozzi dis- 
played recently in winning 
the 1988 Skeena Valley 
ladles' golf championship.. 
Bibbi Dozzi 
champ aga n 
Bibbi Dozzi is the ladies 
Skeena Valley Golf Club champ- 
ion once more. She won the title 
for the umpteenth time on the 
Sept. 11 weekend by shooting a
174 in the 36-hole tournament. 
Dozzi finished 13 strokes 
ahead of her nearest rival, Dr. 
Gillian Hedge. 
The overall ow net score was 
turned in by Judy Lloyd-Jones. 
She shot a 138. 
Dr. Hedge won the cham- 
pionship flight gross with her 
187 score. Leona Wilcox was 
next at 190, followed by Beth 
Webber at 212. This flight's low 
net went to Helen Williams with 
a 143. Second was Gaff Johnson 
with 153, while Audrey Cox 
took third with 162. 
In the first flight, Lynne 
Cooper grabbed-gross honors 
with 206. Linda Juba was run- 
nerup with 210. Linda Hamilton 
took third with 225. For net 
scores it was Sharon Brewerton 
(145), Gail Shinde (147) and Pat 
Judd (164) in that order. 
Second flight winners for 
gross were Bey Epp (226), Em- 
ma Taft (236), Lou Lewis (239). 
Net winners were Rite Jeffery 
(155), Elaine Johnson (158), and 
M ,axian Brooms (176).~ 
They selected four winners for 
gross and four for net in the ex- 
tended handicap flight. For 
gross it was Rhonda Feddersen 
(235), Brenda De Jong (243), 
Edith Gieselman (260) and Gall 
Turner (311). For the net side it 
was Karon Barson (147), Gertie 
Grundmann (161), Carol Ken- 
nedy (169) and Carol Arisen 
099). 
Rammers return 
The Rammer Ex-NHL 
Allstars are coming back to 
Kitimat. 
The Rammers will take to the 
ice again on October 21 at 
Tamitik Jubilee Sports Complex 
against a new Kitimat Select 
team. Last January the Rammer 
team, led by former Montreal 
Canadiens' greats Guy Lafleur 
and Steve Shutt, ran out of gas 
and lost 10 - 9 in a dramatic last- 
minute fight back by Kitimat. 
"We're not sure if Guy 
Lafieur will be on the team in 
view of his comeback attempt in 
New York" said Allan Hewit- 
son, public relations manager at 
Alcan, which sponsored the 
February match and will again 
sponsor the re-match. 
"But Bodnarchuk tells us that 
former Toronto Maple Leafs 
selected in the next few weeks, 
probably from the nucleus of the 
Junior Blackhawks backed up 
by some of the better commer- 
cial league and •other players 
who hit the ice in February," 
Hewitson said. 
There will be a few other 
changes in the arrangements for 
this fall's rematch, he added. 
"The game will cost more for 
players o tickets will be $12 for 
adults and $8 for children (12 
and under) - -  but we'll also have 
a family package at $30. Tickets 
are now on sale at Tamitik on a 
reserved seat basis." 
As last time, Kitimat's 
amateur hockey players will 
benefit from any proceeds from 
the game, and again the Ram- 
mer All-Stars will be out to meet 
the town at an autograph session 
in the City Centre Mall before 
the game and at a social get- 
(New York Islanders), 
Derlago (Vancouver Canucks tunity for people who missed the 
Trapshooters from all over B.C., Alberta and Alaska converged on Terrace• recently to test 
their skills in the eighth annual Pacific International Trapshoot Association shootout.The 
event was sponsoredby the Terrace Rod and Gun Club.• 
The Scores are... . . . .  
' , : :  ~:; ~. Emls l& lV  
r 
i , i  ~ ~ 
P.I.T.A. TRAP SHOOT , . . . .  i I !i!i!!i!!iiii!i!i!!i!i!ii~ 
(500 P.I.T.A. Registered Targets) 
i September 10 & 11, 1988 
s , .kx  T rophy  • 
Winner - -  George Headey, Kamloops; Run -~" 
nerup - -  John Jenkins, Prince RUpert/ 16-Yard Singles 
O-Glass: Winner - -  George Chepdelalne, 
Kitimat, 96; Runnerup - -  Nelson Rolsum, Non.Clsssllled Trophy : 
Hazeltonp93; Winner - -  Kermit Thomas, Ketch- Winner - -  Bob Wildfung, Hazeiton, 186. 
,.Ikan, 87; Shoot off with runnerup - -  Bruce Ben- Bent Barrel 
nett, Terrace, 87. Winner - -  Ron S('hramm, Grands Prairie. 
C,-Class: Winner -  Ken Dahme~, ' Terrace, 97; ' ...... ~ . . . .  ~ High Ownl l  ;. ' 
Runnerup - -  Lori Keeler, Grands Cache, 96; Winner - -  Wayne Paulsen, Ketchlksn, 466; 
Shoot off with Ella Bomben, Kltlmat; Winner - -  
Lori Keeler, Grands Cache, 96; Runnerup - -  
George Idunson, Terrace, 95; Shoot off with 
George Chapdelalne, 95. 
B-Class: Winner --  Bud Sparrow, Delta, 98; 
Runnerup - -  Ray Cole, 97; Shoot off with Eric 
Landrey, Prince George, 97; Winner - -  Pete 
Tulley, Ketchlkan, 97; Runnerup - -  Erie La_ndry, 
Prince George, 96; Shoot off with VIc uean, 
Terrace, 96; Jay Davis - -  Juneau, 98. 
A-Class: Winner - -  Ed Horth, Prince George, 
100; Shoot off with Runnerup Bert Madge, 
Prince Rupert, 100; Winner - -  Bud Sparrow, 
Delta, 99; Runnerup - -  Chuck Collins, Ketchl- 
ken, 98; Shoot off with Paul Llrette, Hlnton, 98. 
AA-Claas: Winner - -  Bruno De Costa, Grands 
Cache, 97; Shoot off with runnerup - -  
Laurence Hall, Quesnel, 97; Barry Dewick, 
Smithers, 97. 
Event Ill - -  Doubles 
D.Class: Winner - -  Bruce Bennett, Terrace, 83; 
Runnerup - -  Bare Madge, Prince Rupert, 82. 
C.Clsse: Winner -- Jack Cousins, Ketchlkan, 
92; Runnerup - -  Pat Bare, Kltlmat, 90. 
B.Class: Winner -- AI Keeler, Grands Cache, 
90; Runnerup - -  Doug Ashcroft, Delta, 89. 
A-Class: Winner - -  Barry Dewlck, Smlthers, 95; 
Runnerup-  Bob Karrer, Smithers, 91. 
Event 2 & 5 - -  Handicap 
Long Yardage 24 - 27 yds. 
Winner: Bruno De Costa, Grande Prairie, 93; 
Runnerup - -  Ed Horth, Prince George, 91; Win- 
ner - -  Bruno De Costa, Grands Prairie, 88; Run, 
nerup - -  Don Ellis, Prince George, 87; Shoot 
off with Barry Dewlck, Smithere, 87. 
Short Yardage 18.23 yds. 
Winner: Gary Plumb, Ketchikan, 97; Shoot off 
with runnerup: Hank Dedlsh, Kltlmat,97; Ken 
Dahma, Terrace, 97; Winner - -  AI Cleon, Prince 
George, 97. Runnerup - -  Chuck Collins, Ketch- 
Ikan, 95; Shoot off with Robert WIIdfung, 
Hazelton, 95. 
Ladles Trophy Event 1 & 4 
Winner - -  Peggy Bare, Kltimst, 185; Runnerup 
- -  Virginia Chapdelaine, Kitimet, 180. 
Runnerup - -  Barry Dewlck, Smithere, 464. 
Team Shoots 
Winner- -  Ketchlkan, 112(lst); Shoot off with 
Prince George, 112 (2nd); Edmonton, 110 (3rd). 
TERRACE STOCK CAR ASSOCIATION 
Final Races ol Season - -Sept .  111U 
• Novelty Races . 
Bag Race. 1st --  Ray Ling, driver; Bruce Lang, 
co-pilot. 2nd - -  Wands Frleeen, driver;, Dave 
Relnhardt, o~pllot. 
Trophy Dash. le t - -  Dave Reinhardt; 2nd 
James Marshall; 3rd - -  Leon Lefebvre. 
Demolition Derby: let - -Br ian Oleon; 2nd - -  
James Ma~shall; 3rd - -  Mike Kennedy, Russell 
CIIne. 
'C' C lue  Dash: 1st - -  Sharon Fegan, #181; 2nd 
- -  Wands Frlesen,//555; 3rd - -  Jean Pearson, 
#401. 
Sportsmen: let - -  Joe BoroVec, #7; 2nd - -  
Albert Weber, #6; 3rd - -  Dan O'Brlen,#40. 
Hobby: let - -  Dan O'Brlen, #401;. 2nd --.Mark 
Willme, #181; 3rd - -  Wes Patter8on; #166. 
'A' Street Dash: 1st - -  Fred CIIne,//007; 2nd - -  
Don Pearson,//366; 3rd - -  Lea Relnhardt, #000. 
'B' Street Dash: let - -  Phil Truecottt #444; 2nd 
- -  William de Hoog, #000; 3rd --  Leon Lefeb- 
vre,//007. 
Sportsmen Heat: let - -  Ernle Perkins, #5; 2nd 
- -  Joe Borovec, #7; 3rd - -  Albert Weber,//6. 
Hobby Heat: let - -  Mark Willms, #181; 2nd - -  
Wee Patterson, #166; 3rd - -  Dave Relnhsrdt, 
#655. 
Street H i l t :  let - -  Phil Truecott, #444; 2nd - -  
Jerry Klaseen, #366; 3rd - -  William de Hoog, 
#000. 
Main Event:. 1st - -  Den O'Brlen, #40; 2nd - -  Er- 
nle Perkins:#5; 3rd ~ Joe Borovec, #7. 
'C' Class: "[st -- Sharon Fagan, #181; 2nd - -  
Wands Frlesen, #555; 3rd -- Connie Haneen, 
#856. 
Hobby: let Mark Willms, #181; 2nd -- Wee 
Patterson, #166; 3rd -- VIc McPherson, #856. 
Jamboree 'Backwards': 1st -- Albert Weber, 
#6; 2nd " Dave Relnhardt, #555; 3rd-- Leon 
Lefebvre, #007. 
Sponsored by ' o o o o o  
and Philadelphia Flyers star 
Darryl Sittler will accompany B ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~  
Steve Shutt ~and a team.of all- together at. the Community 
Regl'.each (Philadelphia Flyers), game. ~ I ~ 
Bob Bourne and Clark Gillies , ~ :i~ 
Bill "This wall be a second oppor, i ~"~,, ~ ~A~A,~,  
and Toronto Maple. Leafs), and 
Calgary, s Jamle Hm|oP among 
others. 
~"~',"The Kitimat team will be 
earlier game to enjoy the excite. 
ment of fast smooth profes. 
signal style hockey/' added 
Hewits6n. --" 
Come In to our office at 
4648 Lskelse Ave,, Terrace 
Phone 638-8581 .... 
:~ ,, A complete personalized 
i Insurance Agency~for 
Home • Life • Fire 
# 
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Resting shotguns occasionally served as hat racks during the Terrace Rod and Gun Club's 
Pacific International Trapshoot held Sept. 10 and 11. .~ 
.put away 40,000 
They came from B.C., Alberta and Alaska to make the Terrace 
Rod and Gun Club,s eighth annual Pacific International Trapshoot 
Association's 500-bird sanctioned event highly successful again. 
Hosted by the Terrace Rod and Gun Club, the shoot has grown in 
popularity every year and presently is considered third among the 
top shoots in the province after Kelowna and Vancouver. In attend- 
ance and j~rize money, we're righ t near the top. 
About 80 shooters topped in for the two-day weekend everit and 
blasted shots at close to 40,000 targets. 
When it was all over, Wayne Paulsen of Ketchikan picked up the 
high overall gun trophy for a 466 out of 500. Barry Dewick of 
Smithers was next with 464. 
Inthe team shoot, Ketchikan and Prince George both had a i 12 
score. Ketchikan won the shootoff. Edmonton's team took third 
with 110. 
The senior trophy went to George Headey of Kamloops, with 
John Jenkins of Prince Rupert second. Bob Wildfong of Hazelton 
won the non-classified trophy with a 186. 
The Bent Barrel Award went to Ron Schramm of Grande Prairie. 
In an all-Kitimat finish for the ladies trophy, Peggy Bare outshot 
Virginia Chapdelalne 185 to 180. 
Lists of winners and runnersup in each event can be found in this 
week's Scoreboard." 
Schedul 8drawn up r 
Curltng l ub season fo 
There's very few quiet 
weekends for zone and 
bonspiel play in curling 
this coming season, which 
gets underway next month. 
", A near-complete schedule 
released !0st week shows Prince 
Rupert opening the year with 
their annual men's cash spiel, 
Dec. 9 to 10---= Masters men at 
P~ince Rupert. 
Dec. 16 to 18 - -  Junior men at  
Smithers. 
Jan. 6 to 8 --  Men at Terrace, 
and ladies at Vanderhoof. 
Jan. 13 to 15 - -  Senior ladies 
at Houston. 
Jan. 27 to 29 ~ Mixed at 
Prince George (zone mixed at 
an opening mixed bonspiel on 
the Oct. 29 weekend. Terrace 
follows this with their annual 
cash spiel on the Nov. 6 
weekend. 
Other Terrace spiels include 
the ladies Valentine event Feb. 
11 weekend, and the men's Log- 
gers Spiel on the  March 24 
weekend. 
Oct.,. 21 weekend. , .... i:, . . . .  zone playdowns are schedul ..... Houston DeC.,91to 11)- ' - : '"  :;" 
The first event for Terrace is ed as follows: ' Jan.?  ~ Junior ladies, to be  
A complete schedule of spiels 
will be published shortly. 
3urling executive picked announced.  
Fitzpatrick seems strong 
contender for LA's goalie 
With the king of hockey in the 
fold, the Los Angeles Kings are 
putting their hopes on a Kitimat 
prospect to hold off the opposi- 
tion. While Mr. Gretzky pumps 
them in against he rest of the 
NHL, Kings' management is
counting on Kitimat's Mark 
Fitzpatrick to kick out the shots 
at the other end. It's a lot of 
pressure on Mark, who's touted 
as the Kings' netminder of the 
future, at least. Right now in 
training camp he's under pres- 
press to take over the number 
one goalie job for the Holly- 
wood version of pro hockey. 
But then, Mark is used to 
pressure after he backed the 
Medicine Hat Tigers into two 
consecutive Memorial Cup 
championships. Manager Rogie 
Vachon, a former goalie in the 
majors, said earlier this week to 
columnist Archie McDonald of 
the Sun, that Fitz looks like a 
great one. 
"He has good standup style, 
is poised, moves well and knows 
how to use his stick. He's 
technically solid and looks like a 
veteran," Rogie told Archie. 
Certainly fans from this area 
are crossing their fingers for 
Mark. We're all behind him 100 
percent. He's not only a good 
goalie, he's a super guy. 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY 
REQUIRES THE 
FOLLOWING PEOPLE: 
j .  
v, Rep Team Division Manager ~/~ 
v, Manager and Coach for Atom Rep Team , ; ,  
~- Manager and Coach for Pee Wee Rep Team 
• Volunteers can phone RICHARD KILBORN • 
at 635-6511" or 635-3661 
~ Referees are also needed -: 
Interested people can phone DAVE SMYTHE at . 
63s-892 . 
i 
) 
Ill 
• A TERRACEYOUTH SOCCER 
~~,  ASSOCIATION 
~~!~ ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
l i~ l i~t i  Wednesdayi September 28 
~ ~  8:00 p.m. 
~ ~ ~  Library basement 
k ,~ '~ New executive to be elected. 
~I~ - "  ~ Your attendance is vital. 
~ t~ , -~Please make every effort to attend. 
I Illll fl 
Cougars but got cut shortly after 
camp opened. He then went to 
the WHL's Portland squad, but 
they had no opening for him. 
Right now it's a toss-up on 
whether he'll go back for 
another year with Kelowna, or 
go north to Fort McMurray. 
Mitch Shinde had a crack at 
Kelowna and Salmon Arm, but 
he's back home now. Derek 
Phillips is going to attend 
Kwantlen College in the lower 
for the mainland and try out for the 
Victoria junior 'B' Burnaby Bluehawks. 
The crop of teenaged hockey 
players from Terrace seeking 
greener pastures this fall is not 
as solid as in past years. 
Terrace's Shane Maitland 
from last year's Totem Ford 
midgets, gained a spot on the 
Kelowna entry in ' the  B.C. 
Junior Hockey League in his 
first crack at 'A' hockey. 
Tony Hildebrand, a Terrace 
goalie with lots of junior ex- 
perience, tried out 
Western League's 
Juniors moving around 
A surprisingly good turnout 
Sept. 14 resulted in the Terrace 
Curling • Club holding an election 
for the upcoming season. The 
annual fall general meeting nam- 
ed Ken Blanes as president and 
put Dean Cross into the vice- 
president's chair. 
Gordon Oates takes on the 
treasurer's job, while Jan 
Thompson will be secretary. 
" The five directors named were 
Derick Kennedy, Kathy Simp- 
son, Shirley Thompson, Dennis 
Williams and Norah Jacques. 
The Curl-Canada course for 
newcomers and those wishing to 
improve their game will start 
Oct. 1 at the curling rink. Those 
interested should contact Gord 
Judzentis at the curling club, 
phone 635-5583. 
League curling is expected to 
start mid-October. 
L,,. 
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Terrace Minor Hockey held its annual equipment exchange 
lastweekend in the Skeena Mall in conjunction with 
registration for the coming hockey season. The group is 
seeking adult volunteers to help out as scorekeepers; 
referees and coaches. 
~i~!ii~!://,i~ :::+: i ~ : : ~ : i/~i ¸ i
+...Coming events in.+iocal sports- " - -  
Registration for the Terrace Terrace Minor Hockey has a of the season, so please attend. 
Amateur Boxing Association parent's meeting Thursday night Coaches, managers, referees 
takes place Friday from 3 to 8 at 7 o'clock at the Happy Gang and scorekeepers are needed, by . . . . .  
p.m., and Saturday from noon Centre on Kalum. Minor Terrace Minor Hockey. People  
to 6 p,m. at the Skeena Mall. Hockey requires parental help interested should phone Sandy 
Fees are $50 for 3 months. A from those with registered Marshall at 635-7623, or Dick 
general meeting will be heldnext youngsters. It's the first meeting Kilborn at 635-3661. - . . . . .  - 11 
Monday, the 26th, at 7:30 p.m. -- - 
at the Terrace Hotel. ~ t e e l h e a d  r e t u r n  
Ki t i rnat ' s  f i r s t  annua l  Steaoy 
Aluminum City Invitational 
Squash Tournament is coming The estimated number of fish is continuing but at a re- 
up Oct. 5 to 10. The entry fee is steelhead entering the Skeena duced level of intensity. Funding 
$35. Sign up at Tamitik by Sept. River held a ta  relatively consis- for aerial reconnaissance is now 
29. tent level through the September virtually exhausted and any fur: 
A pre-season adtilt hockey 4 to 7 period. The daily test in- ther data will only be available 
training camp is on this week dexes at q['yee have been similar through fixed station receivers 
running until Saturday at since the conclusion of the corn- and angler or food fishery recap- 
Kitimat. Information from Don mercial fishing season (August tures. Valuable information on 
Lacey at Tamitik. 22). Figures for September 8 and stock-specific run timing and 
9 were.not available, but by ex- migration rates is emerging. 
Terrace Youth Soccer has its t rapo la t ion  estimates the Anglers and native food 
annual general meeting this steelhead run size was approx- fishermen were acknowledged 
Wednesday night at 8 o'clock at imately 5,124. . " by the Fish and Wildlife office 
the library. All interested please . for their  cont inu ing  , co- 
attend. Monitoring of radi0-tagged operation. . . 
Terrace youth soccer scores 
• D Under 10. Dl~l~J~enolfe Cedarland 5,Chi:~tP/°~hlnPdG2 eme 
ouo e.KnocKOU ey 'A' Side • Under 8 Division Final 
Surveyors 2, Thunderbirds I , Tilden 4, Totem. Ford1. . . . .  
Kalum Electric 5, Skeena Cellulose 4 . unoer 34 uivJeton 
Co-op 4, Shoppers Drugs 1 " . .  Double-Knockout Playofle 
Skeena Sawmills 3, Carlyle Shepherd 0 ; • 'A' Side 
Surveyors 3, AGK Pacmen 2 Philpotts 5, Rotary 0 
Terrace Travel 7, Kalum Electric 2 Bud's Trucking 8, Northern Drugs 2 
Co-op 3, Surveyors 2 : Phllpotts 5, Bavarian Inn 0 
Skeena Sawmills 6, Terrace Travel 3 ('A' Final) + Philpotts 9, Bud's Trucking 0 ('A' Final) 
'B' Side 'B' Side 
Skeena Cellulose 2, Shoppers Drugs 1 Northern Drugs 3, Rotary0 
Thunderbirds 3, Carlyle Shepherd 0 Bavarian Inn 2, Northern Drugs 1 
Skeena Cellulose 3, AGK Pacmen 1 Bavarian Inn 8, Bud's Trucking 3 ('B' Final) ",,. 
Thunderbirds 6, Kalum Electric 0 Championship Game _ 
Surveyors 5, Thunderbirds I Philpotts 4, Bavarian Inn 0 
Terrace Travel 7, Skeena.Cellulose 3 Under:16 Division ~ 
Terrace Travel 3, Surveyors 2 Double-Knockout Pleyoffs 
Skeena Sawmills 5, Terrace Travel 2 ('B' Final) 'A' Side 
. Championship Game . . . . . . . .  Braid,s 4. Brady's F.C. 2 
~,., .:~" ~+~ :.'. :~, .. . . . . . . . .  Co.op2; Sl~eena Sawmills 1 " Braid's 5, Manuel's 2 ' 
Jorma Jyrkkanen contmued from page 7 Under 12 Dlvlslon 'B' Side 
Double.Knockout Pleyoffs Brady's F.C. 2, Manuel's 1 
'A' Side Championship Game 
on those areas with high lung to significantly reduce slash bur- Cedarland 1,Aqua Plumbing 0 Braid's Rovers 3, Brady's F.C. 2 
cancer mortality, ning by forest.ry, laws to Copperslde 9, Sight & Sound I Glds Division 
Efforts should be directed e l im inate  carc inogen ic  Cedarland 9, Northwest Sportsman 4 Double.Knockout Pleyoffs 
towards significant, permanent, pesticides, better control of CedarlandFinning 2, Copperside2, Finn ng 11('A' Final) KinettesPiZza Hut3,4,RichardsTide Lakers2 3 
reductions in vehicle exhausts, dump fires, and more local 'B' Side PiZza Hut 2, Kinettes 1 ('.A' Final) 
stack emissions, burners, and agriculture, thus reducing Copperslde 6, Aqua Plumbing 1 'e'Sldo 
Sight & Sound 8, Northwest Sportsman 5 Richards3, Tide Lakers 2 I 
there should be development of transportation needs. Sight & Sound 2, Copperslde 0 Richards 3, Klnettes 0 i 
less toxic fuels with less waste, Sight & Sound 7, Finning 3 ('B Final) Championship Game I 
clean alternate energy, sources, The public, who bear the + Pizza Hut 3, Richards 2 (overtime) J 
more emphasis on eradicating brunt of +the mortality, should J "" ' " 
s m o k i n g, eli mi n a t i o n o f also demand action on pollution 
municipal incinerators, policies abatement as an election issue. Legion" repor t  --continued from page6 
well until one morning when the " Sid: Say, Bill, maybe I'll come 
all-clear didn't blow, and the and give you a hand on Sunday. 
planes all took off. The pilot Anyway, I'll get to talk to other 
didn't see the ape again until people instead of always listen- 
after the war, when they were ing to you. in  quiet surroundings! 
both group captains at AFHQ. . i 
p 
" 
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Vis i t  the  Nor thern  MotOr  Inn,  fo r  • " 
• + nightly entertolnment. Come to  Thls spot could Terrace Hotel + 
!~ where  the  ACT ION is.  | I J~ J  | be yours for only i I For your dining pleasure we hove I I  
I I ~ JU I !  +4 soA,~m | I expanded our Copper Gril l  Restaurant I !  
• I i  hours. " lB. .  
SOIl6 Hwy.  10 n:ost i i  ira.re. ,o e p,m. I I  
635-6375 . . , .  F 
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 Little help to local 
daycares seen from 
pending federal plan 
The federal government has 
concluded its two-and-a-half 
days of committee hearings on 
its controversial Child CareAct. 
Critics say the $3 billion set aside 
for creating new spaces is less 
than what would have been 
available under the old system. 
And even if the goal of doubling 
the number of spaces is achiev- 
ed, local child care advocate 
Darlene Westerman says that 
will mean B.C. will provide ser- 
vices for only 18 percent of the 
children who need it, up from 
the current nine percent. 
by Charlynn Toews 
Westerman did a study of the 
need for day care spaces in Ter- 
race. In 1986/87, through fig- 
ures provided by Statistics Can- 
ada and the Terrace District 
Chamber of Commerce, she cal- 
culated that at least 600 children 
up to five years of age needed 
non-parental care, while there 
were only 50 spaces available. 
About 1,700 Terrace kids from 
five to 12 years of age require 
before or after-school supervi- 
sion. But a current list of licens- 
ed care-givers how spaces for 
!only about 15 school-aged 
#children. " 
Day care operators agree that 
after-school and, infant (under 
three years old) care are the 
areas most lacking in town. Last • 
week Sharon and Mickey Brorn- 
:Icy opended Discovery Daycare, 
but decided against filling die 
:gap in infant care. "We thought 
about it, because we know 
there's a need," Sharon said, 
"but financially, it's not feasi- 
b le ."  They explained that for 
children under three, a staff- 
child ratio of one to four is re- 
quired. "And the daily fates for 
Terrace are pretty well set at  
$15," Mickey said, meaning day, 
cares just can't afford the pay- 
roll necessary to provide sucha 
service. Terraee's half-dozen 
licensed family day cares are 
allowed a maximum of tWo in- 
fant care spaces each. 
Discovery's l icense for 16 
children (plus their own toddler) 
only allmvs for tWO before and 
after:school spaces, while our 
other licensed group operation, 
Terrace Day Care Centre, is at 
25 and three. Sharon explained 
that in additon to the licensing 
restrictions, they prefer full-time 
registrations - - part-time place- 
ments makes watching staff- 
child ratios extremely difficult. 
"We can't have over 17 children 
here for even ten minutes," she 
said. The Bromleys assume 
relatives may be watching 
school-aged kids. for a few hours 
a day, and there are likely a lot 
of "latch-key" kids around. 
Teresa Colton at Terrace Day 
Care guessed neighbors or 
friends would supervise them for 
45 minutes in the morning and 
an hour or two after school. It 
can be difficult to hire a person 
for this kind of split-shift sitting, 
for only a few hours a day. 
None of the day care 
operators were too impressed 
with the national child care pro- 
gram. "There was all this big ex- 
citement, hen we found out the 
money goes for subsidies, which 
just pays the fees," Colton said. 
Another added, "We would do 
better if the money went to 
thir/gs like equipment and wage 
subsidies. Parents making $15 or 
$16 an hour don't need the 
money." She would like to see 
money go directly to centers for 
opening up as many as a dozen 
new operations in Terrace. 
Westerman said that since the 
facility-directed money will go 
to-starting up new spaces, the 
day cares currently licensed and 
operating now won't get the sup- 
port they need. And directing 
money to parents may mean 
financial considerations will 
"talk loudly, ,  more so perhaps 
than choosing the highest quali- 
ty of care. 
Even so, the federal child care 
program, flawed as it may be, 
should help at least some oper- 
ators wanting to start up new 
centers. Sharon Olendy will be 
opening up Terrace's newest 
licensed family day care, Peewee 
Day Care, with "not a penny" 
of government funding. Talking 
to politicians and civil servants 
in Terrace, Victoria and Ottawa, 
she found she wasn't eligible for 
any financial help. 
,^ 
CO-OP FUN CAR RALLY 
. ~ ,  Scavenger  Hunt  on  Whee ls  ~ __  
.. co-op Parking 
-n~/~ Sunday, October 2, 1988 "*~Ac~v ~ 
Starting at 1:00 p.m. 
Register at the Co'op Insurance Office 
Entry limited to 30 vehicles 
i 
Entry Fee $10 per vehicle 
(Driver & Navigator) 
Includes: Hamburger and Refreshment for 
Driver and Navigator at Co-op Cafeteria 
after the Ra 
' • PRIZES FOR ALLI! 
i ~~ COME OUT AND TEST YOUR SKILLSl I' 
i - i . . . . .  , I I . . . . . .  i 
• _ : - -  
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Since 1911 
Terrace's largest Hotel and Entertainment centre. 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
RECORDING ARTIST 
U'  
Augie's Piano Lounge 
EVE SMITH 
Formerly with the great Duke Ellington ' . . . . . . . . .  
Orchestra, Eve has performed in North America,s 
finest Concert halls. , . . . . .  
Now Appearing 
/ 
~ r------OURNEW-- ~ 
Top Notch and exciting I PHONE NUMBER ] 
Ent, ,rtainment ~ O _ J  
FAX-b35-2788 
TOLL FREE 1-800-663-8156 
1. ram 
S ince  1911 
4551 Greig Ave., Terroce, B.C. 
J 
?.. 
Discovery Daycare recently opened its doors to childrenon Agar Ave., but a study by a local- 
child care advocate indicates there still aren't nearly enough spaces in Terrace. 
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PRO.TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
E ,,N, GT!N EER! N fi ,, o.,o. o,=,. ,o°.,,. LTD.) 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 1635"5134t  
Appliances 4s~ LAKELSE. TERRACE 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
SAlIEU.ITE T.V. 
LOADER, BACKHOE, TRUCKING 
KEN'S TRUCKING LTD. 
Top Soil, Pit Run, Crush, Snow Plowing 
Water  Lines and  Sept ic .Systems 
P.O. Box 1007 
Terrace, B.C. 635.7519 
W'hereToFnnd l t  • ..... 
Your complete 
source for all 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
E NOW OPEM 
2803 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
C.HANC-;ES v, Wolfe Tanning System 
,., LANZA products 
Phone Ior an appointment 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 635-9666 
Tree Trimming I ~- - -~ i~~~~'~~.  I MERC CRUISERS ~r MARINER OUTBOARDS 
~;  Will cut down any tree! ~M~'~ I I , , . ,~::.,o.., ,o,:~..,: , , . , . .  
l I li635"290914946 Greig Ave., Terrace 
I I~1  New and Used 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
RaN or AL 
Nate's Electric 
i ~ Industrial 
Commercial & 
638-1876 Residential 
Nathan Waddell - Eleclrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
-- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
"If you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  if not , . ,  tell us." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING 
VOICE PAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. VBG 2N4 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
° 638-1166 
CONTRACTING 
Residential - -  Commercial 
• Balconlu a Roof Decks 
• Sundecks 
/urcolec~l" #lwhdek';'- duradek 
"Waterproef Vinyl Floor Cover ing~:  
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. 
TERRACE: B.C. 635-5859 
HI.OUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable-- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor be l t  
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638.06lkl 
i -  ~ - 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daliy 
12701 S. Kalum 635-611m 
WEB OFFSET 
PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANTS 
- PRINTERS and PUBLISHERS 
Up 
IVICES 
m Team 
0 
SKIDOO 
I 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles. Chalnssws 
Snowmobiles • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
. , , , , . ,s ,.,o. 
4441 Lakelae Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
I I I 
. 7 
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Borrowed dollars in 
retail financing 
One way a retailer can finance his 
business is with ownership dollars --  that 
is, with the dollars that the owner, part- 
ners or shareholders invest in it in return 
for a share of the business profits. The 
use of ownership dollars was dismssed in 
last week's column. 
The other way the retailer can finance 
the business is with borrowed ollars --  
J 
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'Buy local',' campaign launched 
The Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce has just 
announced • the official launch of 
the "Buy local/buy northwest" 
program, which will take place 
during the month of October. 
The objective of the program 
is to promote an awareness of 
the benefits of buying locally 
through the theme of "Compare 
us - -  Terrace", with local mer- 
chants participating ina promo- 
tional campaign which stresses 
the range of products and ser- 
vices, competitive prices and the 
quality~ of customer service 
available in here in town. 
With.the assistance of funding 
from the City Of Terrace, TV, 
radio and retail advertising will 
start this Friday. Participating 
merchants will also be providing 
"Terrace Dollars" on the pur- 
chases made between September 
26 and October 8, which can be 
redeemed against he next pur- 
chase made at that store until 
October 31. A draw will also be 
held on October 31 for a trip for 
two on Air B.C., all as an ex- 
pression of appreciation by local 
merchants for the support and 
patronage of the community. 
The Chamber of Commerce 
will also be hosting their first of 
many monthly "Business after 
hours" socials to be held on Oc- 
tober 12, at the Chamber office, 
from 5 to 7 p.m. This is a new 
initiative which is designed to 
provide local business people 
with the opportunity to develop 
new business contacts, display 
their products or services and 
provide a relaxed atmosphere 
for the exchange of ideas. 
by Phll Hartl that is, dollars borrowed from a bank 
Manager, Terrace or from another lending institution, from 
Federal Business within the trade or from other sources. 
Most businesses are financed by a mix . .  , "%L-~S"Jb, L ~  .~ 
Development Bank of ownership and borrowed dollars. The 
former are expected to cover the initial 
working capital needs of the business, i.e. opening cash, inven- -~1 SUMMER SALF3 DRIVE 1p 
tory and even a portion of fixed asset purchases. The latter 
would come later, in support of perhaps accounts receivable, 
repaying them from collections. 
A retailer might also use borrowed ollars to assist financing 
fixed asset requirements. The reason why ownership dollars are . . L .  
required for this as well is because the lender will need some $ security and will attribute a liquidation value to these assets 
which must cover, fairly closely, the amount of the loan. 
In certain circumstances --  say, the borrower has established a UP TO 
"track record" - -a  lender might help cover the cost of payroll 
and other operating expenses during the off-season, repaying 
them from increased earnings in-season. Borrowed dollars for 
these purposes would qualify as short-term loans and would CASH BACK D IRECT F R O M  FORD"  
probably be by way of a revolving credit supported by a demand PLUS 
note and secured by the accounts receivable, inventory in some - .~ 
provinces, or outside security. 
Supposing the retailer wants to expand the premises or under- / 
take other costly renovations, or wants to establish a branch .... N O  COST A IR  C O N D I T I O N I N G .  : 
operation or buy out a competitor: the amount of borrowed 
dollars needed for these purposes would be relatively large and a " "~U~ SELE D MODELS t. 
correspondingly longer time would be required to repay them. In- 
vestment of additional capital by the retailer may be requested if
the capital value of the business is considered too low to provide 
reasonable security to the lender. $500 $750 S l000  PLUS 
Borrowed dollars for these purposes would qualify as a C~H BACK" CASH BACK" , CASH BACK" NO CoffrAIRt 
medium-term loan if for periods up to five to seven years, a long- Ford  Escor t  L /GL  EXP/GT 
term loan if for periods exceeding seven years. 
I 
When a retailer uses borrowed ollars, it involves a firm con- Mercury Tracer L CS LS 
tract to pay interest during the term of the loan; capital is repaid 
at the end of the term or during the term of the loan. Lenders ' Ford Tempo 2 dr models " all models 
may also impose other conditions uch as the requirement for , .. 
periodic financial reports or restrictions upon the uses to which " "  -"-'-"-.Y~Ae"~'~ , Topaz 2 dr models L/GS/XRS/LS the borrowed ollars may be put. 
The retailer should first be satisfied that the business can af- 
ford to meet he costs of debt service and the business's other Ford Taurus aU models L/GL 
ongoing needs, before applying for a loan. That is even more im- 
portant han satisfying the lender. Mercury Sable an models GS 
There is no point for a retailer to obtain a loan if it is expected 
to have just barely enough money to repay it. There must be ab- Aeros tar  Wagon/Van aJl models 
solute confidence that those borrowed ollars can be used in 
ways which will generate nough revenue to meet he scheduled Ford Ranger regular cab super cab XLT 
payments and leave enough for other needs, e.g. financing in- 
creased sales and the necessary supporting inventory. Otherwise, Ford Bronco II ~l models all models 
the owner is simply risking the failure of the business. t 
Ford F-Senes Pickup aU .,od ls XL/XLT Lamt 
I t -  .~ i th  manua l  transmi~siml . . 
.Ionsered Super 670 
HeOvyweights! 
mid-sectic 
take a be 
Super 670 
powerful 
bge 
re  
e 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 4631 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER Call toll free: 
RIVER INDUSTRIES Cash rebate offer available 1-800-772-1128 
with retail purchase of any ~ OL 5548 
(TERRACE) LTD. qualified model. You must ~ • 
take dellvery from dealership P.o.,o  ooo-4 o4 .- prior to October 5, 1988. Quality isJobl. 513OA HIGHWAY 16 WEST e3s-/3a3 i 
I J l  I I I I  I I I I " , ,  ' ' ' r " • . ~ . . . . .  r . . . .  ~ • 
::. ! 
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:    Conflict and communic 
be subject of couple's workshop 
Men are being encouraged to resolving confl icts,"Hughes "Two individuals areallowed to 
join their spouses in attending a 
coupWs communication work- 
shop to be held at the end of this 
month. On Friday evening, 
September 30, and from 9 to 4 
Saturday, October 1, six couples 
Will learn how to improve their 
skills in the areas of ability to, 
communicate, conflict resolu- 
tion, and growth. 
The workshop will be con- 
ducted by Lynn Hughes, train- 
ing consultant and counsellor at 
the Northwest Counselling Cen- 
tre. Trained as an RPN (psychia- 
tric nurse), Hughes has worked 
here in Terrace as a Mental 
health counsellor and NWCC in- 
structor in the Human Service 
Worker program. 
The couple's workshop came 
about because her individual 
clients would often comment,"I 
wish my husband (or wife) could 
hear this." Since many clients 
are women, Hughes is particu- 
laxly asking men to become in- 
volved in' the workshop. 
What are the commom prob- 
lems couples" have in communi- 
cating with each other? "Learn- 
ing listening skills, not being 
equipped with the skills to res- 
pond to changing male-female 
roles, getting stuck in the area of 
says. Couples typically have 
conflicts over money, expecta- 
tions of each other, and, because 
they come from different 
families of origin, they may 
argue about how best to raise 
their children. 
Poor communication can 
have "devastating effects on all 
relationships -- friends, people 
you work with, employers. It's 
best o work on communications 
by starting with the people we 
trust," she said. 
The results he hopes for are 
that people will get a sense of 
what good communication is: 
be themselves - -  you don't have 
to give up your self, your values, 
to be in harmony. It's a matter 
of respect." 
Hughes says the workshop is 
ideal for people just beginning a 
'relationship asa couple, or who 
want to enrich what hey already 
have. "It's not necessarily for 
severe problems; but to help pre- 
vent problems." 
The registration is limited to 
six couples, and the deadline is 
September 24. But HiJghes said 
if there is the interest, she'll be 
open to scheduling future 
workshops. 
Happy Gang anniversary 
The Happy Gang Centre 
celebrated its eighth anniversary 
last week. A dinner catered by 
the Order. of the Royal Purple 
was followed by dancing to the 
Mothballs, Gert Grundmann 
said. About 100 people forked 
out $3 each, and the proceeds go 
to the Centre's activities. 
Coming up on September 27 is 
a bus trip to Prince Rupert, leav- 
ing Terrace at 10:00 a.m. They'll 
have lunch and an afternoon of 
entertainment at the Prince 
Rupert Senior Citizens' centre. 
The Terrace group is also 
looking forward to rneeting with 
Bill Vander Zalm on September 
29. Although a lobbying session 
with the premier was briefly con- 
sidered, Grundmann figured 
that "he might just want a cup 
of coffee" because of his busy 
schedule while here in Terrace. 
Also coming up at the Happy 
Gang Centre is the Masquerade 
Dinner, to be held at the end of 
October. Good food, games and 
dancing are planned for the oc- 
casion. 
e~b~d4,~. .3Tg-~ .~ ..~. . .:~: ~ !" 
, ':~.~'-- • :,,: 
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BAR GA IN BLITZ 
ASTOUNDING SAVINGS!!  
Just think... 
.,.local news and a guide to entertainment 
...right into your maiiboxl 
District of Terrace and Thornhlll residents can 
receive both: the Terrace Review newspaper and 
Close Up magazine television guide in the mall at 
a BLOW-OUT PRICE of: 
Just $24. 00 
Subscribe to the Terrace Review for one year 
and receive a year's subcrlptlon to Close Up 
magazine (News stand price $39.00) absolutely 
FREE!! 
Present Terrace Review subscribers can also take 
advantage of this Super Offer by renewing their 
subscriptions 
Mail or bring your completed Subscription Form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace B.C. - V8G 1M7 - 635-7840 
Subscription Order Form: 
I-1 1 year -  $24.00 
I-1 Cheque I'1 Money Order 
Please send a subscription to: 
Name 
Address 
Phone Postal Code 
Senlo~ in Terrace onci District $12.00 
"" Seniors out of Terrace and District SIS.IX) 
I-1 2 years -  $45.00 
I-1 Master Card [] Visa 
• Card No. _ 
Exp i ry  Date  
Mail or bdng this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V IG  1M7 
II 
Comin 8 Events 
~optember - -  The Terrace Public Art Gallery will be closed for the 
~onth of September. We will reopen Tuesday, October 4, 1988 with a 
how featuring local women artists in a variety of mediums. This show 
dll Pun to Saturday, October 29; the Gallery will be back to regular 
dnter hours Tuesday"  Saturday 12 noon - 3 p.m., Tuesday - -  Thurs. 
ay 7.p.m.- 9 p.m. and Sunday I p.m. - 4 p.m. 
• ptember - -  is Arthritis Month. Watch for the canvasser In your area. 
qeaee give to give hope to arthritis sufferers everywhere. Everyone 
dth arthritis can be helped. For more info. contact the Terrace Ar- 
~ritls Society, Lorraine Hodgins Publicity 635-7989. 
;aturday, September 24 - -  An Information meeting to discuss a unl- 
ue alcohol and drug awareness and abuse prevention project for the 
Iorthwest will be held In the Skeena Health Unit Auditorium, 3412 
',alum Street, in Terrace, at 10 a.m. All interested individual s or groups 
re Invited and encouraged to attend. For more information contact: 
pr. D. Bowering or Mrs. Eleanor Bell at the Skeena Health Unit, 
38-3468. 
;unday, September 25 --  The Terrace Hiking Club will be hiking Mount 
1cLean, about 55 miles west of Terrace on the highway to Prince 
lupert. Call Shannon Mark, 635-4486 for time to meet and where. This 
; a fairly tough hike, no trail, some open, great scenery, about a 3 
our climb. 
Ionday, September 28 --  The Terrace Art Association will be holding 
~eir Annual General Meeting at-7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Public Art 
;allery. All members, artists and Interested persons are urged to at- 
9nd. For more Information Contact Diana English at 635-5905 even- 
lgs and weekends. 
'uesday, September 27 - -  Ksan House Society will be holding their 
knnual General Meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Public Library basement, 
efface. 
I/odnesday, September 28 - -  Attention former employees of the 
Home for Aged", "Skeenavlew', and "SkeenaviewLodge" - -  a fur- 
~er planning meeting for the 1989 Reunion will be held at 7:30 p.m. in 
re Recreation Room of the Senior Citizens' Complex on Tuck Avenue. 
Jndly attend. For further information contact Rosemarle Fleming 
535.6985) or Marg Goodlad (635.2388). 
Ifedneedey, September 28 -- "Life in the Sea" will be the subject of a 
3oture by marine biologist Gordon Green at the Happy Gang Centre 
eglnning at 7:30 p.m. Green is the curator of invertebrates at the 
loyal British Columbia Museum, which is sponsoring his trip to Ter- 
ace. 
thursday, September 29 -- Terrace Minor Hockey Association will 
told a Parents' Meeting at 7 p.m. at the Happy• Gang Centre. Minor 
-lackey needs the support of all the parents whose children are 
'eglstered in Minor Hockey. Please attend this first meeting of the new 
September 28 & 29 --  Preschool storytlme at the Terrace Public 
Library will be held Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. and l"hursdaYS at 1:30 
~.m. beginning today. Each 45 minute session features stories, 
r ingerplays and puppets for 3-5 year aids. Please register your child In 
~dvance by calling the Library at 638-8177. There is no charge. 
Friday, September 30 --  Tales for Twos at the Terrace Public Library 
Nill be held Friday mornings at 10:30 a.m. beginning today. This is a 
special storytime for two year aids. Children must be accompanied by 
an adult. Please register in advance by calling the Library. 
Saturday, October I - -  Laurie Thainl sponsored by Theatre Alive with 
the assistance of Skeena CellulOse, will be appearing at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre at 8 p.rh. with guest performer Romy Malkapar. 
Sunday, October 2 - -  There will be a Co-op Fun Car Rally, Scavenger 
Hunt on Wheels, at the Co-op Parking Lot starting at 1:00 p.m. 
Register at the Co-op Insurance Office, entry limited to 30 vehicles 
with a driver and a navigator. The entry fee Includes hamburger and 
refreshment for driver and navigator at the Co-op Cafeteria after the 
Rally. Prizes for all. Come out and test your skills. 
~onday, October 3 -- The next substance •abuse task force meeting 
lakes place at 7:00 p.m. at the School Board offices on Kenney Street 
n Terrace. 
Wednesday, October 5 - -  The Ladles of the Royal Purple - -  Terrace 
Lodge 216 will be holding the 2nd Annual Fall Fashion Fantasy at 8 
p.m. in the Elks Hall on Tetrault St. Finger food and refreshments to be 
served. Sponsored by the Terrace Co-op. Tickets Can be purchased at 
the Terrace Co.op, Rhonda's Hair Styling and from members of the 
Ladies of the Royal Purple. Proceeds from this event will be going to 
our hospital project in Terrace. 
Tuesday, October 11 --  There will be a general meeting of the Terrace 
Bicycle Club at 7:30 p.m. in the basement of the Terrace Public 
Library. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.'For more info. con- 
tact David Weismiller at 635-6984. 
Saturday, October 15 -- The Terrace Child Development Centre's an- 
nual Benefit Banquet and Dance featuring Jim Ryan's Band will be 
held at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room beginning at 7 p.m. Tickets 
are available from board members or from Sight & Sound. 
Mondayi October 17 -- The Annual General Meeting of the Riverboat 
Days Society will be held at the Royal Canadian Legion at 7:30 p.m. 
Election of Officers will be held at this time therefore it is imperative 
thata representative of each service club and Interested organization 
attend if we wish to continue these celebrations In 1989. 
Tuesday, October le --  Welcome Wagon's 2nd Annual Bridal Party for 
those planning weddings In 1989 is coming to the Inn of the West. If 
you are a bride.to.be or know someone who Is, please call 638-1204 for 
a free Invitation. 
October 21 & 22 • Childbirth Education: A pre-natal refresher 
workshop, especially designed for parents with previous birth ex- 
perience, will be held at Mills Memorial Hospital. It will be Friday, 6 to ~ 
10 p.m. and Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Pre-registratlon Is required by 
October 14. For further information call the hospital pre.natal office at  
635-2211, 
Aug. 5, 6, 7, 1089 - -  Qu'Appelle Old School Reunlon for all students 
and staff who attended the old brick schoolhouse (since demolished) 
in Qu'Appelle, Saskatohewan~from 1906 to 1972. The town is eager to 
welcome you back to renew old friendships. For further Info. write: Old 
School;Reunion, Box 382, Qu'Appelle, Saskatchewan, $OG 4AO. 
• • , .  " . . . .  , ,. , . . .  
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:Martial arts growing in variety and popularity 
During the sixth century 
(about 530), vicious hordes of 
nomads were sweeping through 
parts of China, killing and 
pillaging villages and monas- 
teries. The monks carried nei- 
ther weapons nor shields, but a 
prince and Buddhist m~nk, Ta- 
mo, who had studied martial 
arts in  India, declared that 
through the powers latent within 
the mind, one could transform 
the hands into knives, the arms 
into shields. 
/ 
by Charlynn Toews 
Thus an organized system of 
martial arts began, limited at 
first to the monks. "With the 
fall o f  the Ming Dynasty (c. 
1644), outsiders were permitted 
to enter the temple and learn the 
art to  drive out the invading 
Manchurians," notes Lawrence 
Galante in Tai (?.hi. "Chinese 
temple boxing" then spread 
throughout Asia, being called 
Karate in Japan, Tai Kuan Do in 
Korea, and Shao-lin Ryu in 
Okinawa: Japan's Ju-Jitso is 
about 385 years old, and Judo 
celebrated its centennial in 1982. 
Martial arts came to North 
America around the turn of this 
century, and is represented well 
in Terrace, with four different 
types of classes • being offered. 
Tai Chi is an "internal" mar- 
tial art, combining concentra- 
tion, calmness of mind, and 
breathing exercises with slow, 
graceful movements. The exer- 
cises are based on the cycles of 
nature, the principles of the I 
Ching (the Book of Changes) 
and the philosophy of Yin and 
Yang. There is a constant in- 
terplay and harmony of op- 
posites: firmness and softness, 
strength and lightness, motion 
and stillness. 
Taoist priest Chang San-Feng, 
the founder of Tai Chi, devel- 
oped the art after observing a 
fight between a crane and a ser- 
pent. The crane's apparent 
calmness and flexibility over- 
came the blunt and powerful at- 
tacks of its assailant. 
Instructor Peter Dickson 
demonstrated one of the fun- 
damental principles of Tai Chi 
during a recent workshop: in 
,'push hands" a novice is taught 
to yield to repeated pushes, 
..~. ~:~;~i:". 
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Tal Chl Instructor Peter Dlckson (far right) leads a workshop on a recent weekend. This "Internal" martial art aims 
to promote the health and well.being of the practitioner through the practice of a set sequence of 150 
movements. 
without getting angry or panick- 
ing. "You have to get past your 
ego, or you're not going to ad- 
vance," he explained. The stu- 
dent also learns to "listen" to an 
assailant's physical presence to 
anticipate the next move. 
Dickson said competitions in 
this martial art are rare. Tai Chi 
is "soft", while Karate tends to 
be "solid", representing the two 
sides of Yin and Yang, but both 
sprang from the same source. 
Martial arts from China came 
to Okinawa, islands to the south 
of Japan. A secret fighting art, 
the prototype of Karate, devel- 
oped there because the common 
people of that island group had 
been conquered and forbidden 
to carry arms. "To defend 
themselves they developed an art 
which could, in the hands of a 
master, defeat an •armed, ar- 
moured man," C.W. Nicol 
writes in Moving Zen. Karate in- 
structor Joseph Zucchiatti con- 
tinues the story. "They weren't 
allowed to c~.rry weapons, but 
they could carry walking sticks 
and cooking utensils, which they 
learned to use as weapons, as 
well as using their hands and 
feet." 
Two types of Karate are 
taught in Terrace. Zucchiatti ex- 
plained Chitu-Rye style aims for 
a balance between soft and hard 
styles. "There are some Goju- 
Ryu style Karate clubs active in 
the proyince, and they focus on 
90 percent strength, only l0 per- 
cent deflection. Chitu-Rye is 
more middle-of-the-road." 
Sport Competitions make up a 
big part' of:' training, ~ which is" 
based On Budo, "the way of the 
warrior." :
Joseph Duguay teaches 
Kempo-Jutso Karate, which he 
says is more oriented towards 
self-defence, not sport competi- 
tions. He's been in Karate for 30 
years (third degree black belt), 
and teaching for 15 years, eight 
of them in Terrace. 
He said they draw on Zen 
Buddhism, making use of medi- 
tation, concentration and per- 
ception training. "You learn to 
sense danger before it arrives. 
It's like when you're in church 
and can feel someone staring at 
the back of your head, a sixth 
sense." 
Kempo-Jutso Karate students 
may take on Ju-Jitsu followers 
at competitions. Ju-Jitsu is also 
self-defence oriented, rather 
than sports-oriented, instructor 
Jean Galli says. Ju-Jitsu focuses 
on developing one's power, agil- 
ity, mobility and suppleness. 
From the traditional, formal 
Karate of Chitu-Rye, to the self- 
defence moves of Ju-Jitsu and 
Kempo-Jutsu, and the internal 
mfirtial art bf Tai Chi; ther~ is a' 
broad range of styles. Tai Chi 
classes started September 20, 
Chitu-Rye Karate September 19, 
and both Kemp-Jutsu and" Ju- 
Jitsu have continuous intake. 
For more information, call 
Parks and Recreation' at 
638-1174. 
Property for Sale 
Proposals am invited for the purchMs of a 
property bearing civic number 346 Stiles 
Place, Prince Rupert, B.C., being a parcel of 
land legally descdbed as part of Block 4 of 
Waterfront Block E, containing more or Im 
.184 acre of land together with the 
Improvements thereon being a puq)oce- 
built radio studio and office building of 
approximately 5,800 square feet of SlUiCe 
Including basement. Also a puP, el of l ind 
on 8tlleo Place containing more or leu  
8,925 square feet, legally de~rlbed as Lots 
2, 3 =rod ~ Block 12, Section One, Mq) 
Pdnce Rupert, B.C. 
Proposals should be addressed to 
"the Corporate Real Estate Department, 
Canadian Broadr.auJtlng Corporation, P.O. 
Box 8478, Ottawa, Ontario, KIG 3J5, to 
arrive not later than 12 noon on Friday, 
October 14, 1988. A deposit of 10 ~rcent 
should accompany the proposal and 
envelope should be identified as "Prince 
Rupert Property". 
The Corporotlon Is not bound to accept the 
highest or any proposal. 
10/5¢ 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
Terrace's Bingo Place 
Lucky Dollar B, ngo Palace 
. . . .  . . . . . .  4818 Hwy. 16 West 
i SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Assn. 
i.i• ' MONDAY:  Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermodes or Jaycees . ~ : 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets : 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Parapeleg,c Assn. 
SATURDAY: Parapelegic Foundation 
11  Regular EVERYONE WELCOME! 
X ~,  ' (Age 14 years and up) 
v ~ames Thank youl Have a Nice dayl 
AL Ext ra  
U Games 
NEW TO TERRACE 
~ ~ :-~ .3~ ,/.' " , [~  
Windows /~ i  
• Kitchen Cabinets 
• Flooring 
• Carage Doors 
• Medicine Cabinets 
• MiniBlinds 
• Pre Cast Steps 
• Prefinlshed Interior 
Doors & BIFolds 
N ORTLIWEST DISCOUNT SUPPLIES LTD. 
4450-B Greig Avenue 
635-6500 
I I ' l  ' " ' " I - '  " ' :  ~ ~ z J l [ '  t !1  • 
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Lecture to examine sea=animals 
What kind of animals inhabit 
the coastal waters of British Col- 
umbia? What has a beak like a 
parrot and its legs on its head? 
Are local jellyfish poisonous? 
How do scallops swim? Learn 
the answers to these and many 
other intriguing questions in a 
presentation in Terrace Sep- 
tember 28, illustrated with 
underwater photography and 
specimens, by Gordon Green, 
curator of invertebrates at the 
Royal British Columbia Muse, 
urn. Green will talk about the 
color and diversity of marine life 
along our coast, as well as the 
biology and lifestyles of some of 
B.C.'s marine animals. 
Gordon Green has worked at The Terrace talk, to be held at 
the Royal British Columbia. the Happy Gang Centre at 7:30 
• Museum since 1975:and in;that p.m. on the 28th, is part o f  a 
t ime has been involved in con ,  speakers" tour starting at the end :~ 
siderable d iv ingand collecting Of September and continuing 
acti~,ities in  B .C .  waters. At: :untit eariy November. The tour 
present; as curator o f  in ,  helps'itoacquaint British Colum- 
vertebrates, • he i s  focusing his bians with the Museum's 
research :, on the 'crabs• and research functions and findings. 
shrimps of British Columbia. 
Crackdown in schoolzones 
Police plan to step up patrols 
of our local school zones in light 
of results of a recent patrol. On 
September 14, near a local 
school, five persons were charg- 
ed with speeding in a school 
zone and one perso n was charg- 
ed with impaired driving. A 
police spokesman stated patrols 
are regularly made of local 
school zones, however, there 
may be a need to increase these 
patrols. 
Your chance to get involved 
GET INVOLVED --  Keen House - Call us for 
support and Information if you are a victim of 
mental or physical abuse. We're available 24 
hours a day to women, men and children. 
Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Support Group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. In 
the Library basement. Everyone is welcome. 
Phone 635-3178. 
Alanon Family Groups are the families and 
friends of alcoholics. Join us on Monday or 
Thursday even!ngsat.8 p.m. In the meeting 
rooms on the Psychiatric Ward of Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Note that the Thursday 
group is a non-smOking gathering. Join us 
starting October 5, on Wednesday afternoons 
at the Alcohol and Drug offices at 1:30 p.m. For 
more information call Kay at 638.1291. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteer= to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities Include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more Infor- 
matlon contact Maureen or Monique at 
635-9388 •or 635-7557. 
:~ ,~ 
The Terrace Youth Centre'e hours ere: Men-. 
days: 7 to 9 p.m. for'*ages 10 to 12; 
Wednesdays: Special Program Night from 7 to 
10 p.m. for ages 10 to 19 years; Fridays: 7 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. ages 13 to 19 years. All teens are 
welcome to participate In the Centre's ac- 
tivities and programs at no cost, unless other- 
wise specified. Terrace Youth Centre is 
located at 4634 Welsh Avenue. 
Every Monday evening It's Cribbage Night st 
Terrecevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Interested In helping the Scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community? Short on time, but still in- 
terested? The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily fillingyour calendar. If you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or if you wished you had gone into 
Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more information, con- 
tact Finn Larsen at 638-1377. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing In Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janice at 635-9322. 
The Toastmasters Club meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop in 
and see what it's all about. 
0o you need • break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study, for 
women. FREE nursery for infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge expected. For more in- 
formation or transportation, call Hilda at 
635.7871 or Ruth at 635.2621. We look forward 
to seeing you! 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group Is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638.3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary in the cafeteria. Anyone interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
6354096 or May McFarland at 635.2875, 
Everyone welcome. 
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One Parent Families meet the second Wednes- 
day of every month at the Terrace Public 
Library. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfellow's Hall; 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635.2470. 
The Kinetic Club of Terrace meets the second 
Wednesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. 
Anyone interested, please call Donna Mclsack 
at 638-1964. 
• Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue hel ping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn at 635.3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day~ 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the !~t and,,. 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Undo at 635-5992 or 635.9141. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O. 
Branch 73. •For further info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3326 Kalum St. at 635.9090. 
The Kinsmen Club Of Terrace meets the first 
and third Thursday of every month. For further 
info., call Steve Mclsack at 638-1964. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave., Terrace, re-opens after summer 
closure on Monday, Sept. 19. New center hours 
are Monday to Friday Including lunch hour 
Tuesday evenings 7 to 9 p.m. All women are 
welcome. For further info. call 638.0228. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In- 
focentre Counsellor is Just a telephone call 
away. When you need some answers on plann- 
Ing your holiday trip or what to do with visitors, 
call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE for some 
HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635.2063. 
COULD be Travelling Progressive Cooking 
Concept - -  Interested? Bored with your meals, 
no one to try your recipes on, would you like to 
learn how to cook, meet other people who like 
to cook, maybe learn ethnic meals, or maybe 
Just to sample new cooking? If the answer is 
yes to any of these questions, and if you're a 
professional, wonderful; if not, Join us anyway 
and learn and help us organize. Do you have 
friends in Kltimat or Prince Rupert who might 
also be interested? Check it outl And then 
we'll be the "Travelling Progressive Cooking 
Concept". Please phone 635.3238. 
Terrace Pipes & Drums - -  Anyone Interested in 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635.2009 or 635-5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested in 
participating in the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the abo']e numbers. 
The Terrace Art Association is looking for 
volunteers to Work at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenings and weekends. 
Shifts are three hours afternoons and 
weekends and two hours evenings. Any in- 
terested persons who can do one or more 
shifts a month are asked to contact Maureen 
Woroby at 635-4533. 
Anyone Interested in Joining an S.O.S. group, 
phone Carol at 635-4042. 
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"! will both lay me down 
in peace, and" sleep: for 
thou. Lord, only maketh 
me dwell in safety." 
Psalm 4:8 
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan . 
• Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
111:30 a.m. 
4830 St raume Avenue 635-2.313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church I 
M 
Sunday Services: Rector Rev.: * J 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. * Hermann Dittrich J 
Sunday School doe(~ I¢wale eheklrl d~dth ~?mg.a.Zr~?ceTlce. Child (=re , . ' "  I 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 655.9019J 
3229 Sparks  Street  
Christ Lutheran Church 
First Sunday of every month, 9:00 a.m. with Holy Communion 
All other Sundays, 1 li00 a.m. 
Sunday School discontinued for the summer - resumes 
Sunday, September 11, 1988 
635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khool:  
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
3306 Gr i f f i ths  
Pastor: 
ale Unruh - -  615-7115 
Prayer Meeting: - 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
6:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Pastors: 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
3302 Sparks  Street  
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazel le Ave .  
i 
Minister :  
Stan Bailey 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eddy Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor:. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street  
Pastor, 
John Caplin 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
4923 Agar  Avenue 
The Alliance- Church 
Family Bible khooh Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.m. Au' t  Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: ] 1:00 =.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All  are cerdlal ly Invited 
Youth Min is t r ies .  Homo Bible S tud ies .  Vis itat ion 
635.7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 
I 
635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday 8entices: Pastes 
11 a.m.& 5 p.m. Peter SIuys --  635-2621 
Coffee Break, Lldlee' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a,m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks  
II 
635.6173 
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oustscard eatalooues 
The days of thumbing can't search for books by using 
through well-worn cards to find 
the book you want are over. 
And fumbling with slippery 
sheets of microfiche is no longer 
the state-of-the-art method of 
locating the one publication you 
want among the thousands of 
resources in a modern library. 
Both the Terrace Public Library 
and the Northwest Community 
College's Learning Resource 
Centre have switched to com- 
puter catalogues, and both 
systems are very user-friendly. 
The Public Library's two ter- 
minals replaced the small 
wooden drawers of cards about 
two weeks ago. The screen 
displays a big "Welcome" and 
easy to follow directions. You 
can search by title, author, or 
subject, and you can even ask to 
see what books you currently 
have out on loan, or if any are 
overdue. You type in the sub- 
ject, for example, and press the 
green key to enter the command. 
The books in the library on the 
subject appear in alphabetical 
order, with a 'J ' indicating a 
junior book, and a column 
noting whether the publication is
available, on loan, or in storage. 
This saves the reader from the 
hassle of trotting off to the 
stacks only to find the book is 
gone, then asking a librarian to 
find out whether it's on loan, in 
' repair, or one of the 2,000 books 
held in storage. 
The yellow button scrolls the 
information forward, and the 
red returns the user to the be- 
ginning of the 'page'. Pressing 
the number assigned to each en- 
try gives you the. full record, 
with a more detailed escription 
of the publication. 
"People think it's great," 
librarian Ed Curell said,"and 
it's a lot more fun." Although 
no one has said they preferred 
the old system over the new 
computer, CureU said the very 
first person to use it was color 
blind and so had difficulty 
distinguishing among the com- 
mand keys. They'll improve the 
on-screen instructions to solve 
the problem. 
Curell explained the data had 
to be entered on the library's 
computer which checks books in 
or out, so the system was just ex- 
tended to allow public access. It 
also saves staff about 15 to 20 
hours a week of typing and filing 
cards, so now they can put 
through more new books more, 
quickly. It cost about $2,500 for 
the program and $1,250 each for  
the two terminals, plus a few 
hundred for cabling work, 
Curell estimated. 
The system is limited in that it 
key words. Users still have to 
have some idea of the ap- 
propriate term used for the sub- 
ject, title Or author, but there's a
list of them at the terminals for 
easy reference. 
The Learning Resource Cen- 
tre searches by key word, co- 
ordinator Patti Barnes aid. She 
"explained it searches every entry 
(including books, videos and 
films) to find the word, then tells 
you how many titles it found. 
The user then presses 's' for scan 
and the titles with short descrip- 
tions scroll by in alphabetical 
order. Pressing T for list shows 
the more detailed description. 
Again, on-screen instructions 
prompt you to enter key corn- 
" mands. 
"The students love it ,"  
Barnes said. "They didn't use 
the microfiche, but most are 
familiar with key boards. This 
way, it's fun." 
Although the NWCC's system 
is more demanding (if you ac- 
cidentally put in a space between 
key words, it won't understand 
your command), it also has 
more commands to play around 
with, once you become profi- 
cient. "You can actually sit here 
and browse the shelf," Barnes 
said. " I f  you press 'n' for next, 
it displays the book that's beside 
the entry in the stacks." You can 
use interesting connectors to in- 
clude or exclude geographic 
areas in your search, or find all 
• the books published in a par- 
ticular year. 
The program is leased from its 
developer, Brandon (Manitoba) 
University, at a cost of $4,000 a 
year. This inchides updates as 
well as a module which would 
allow computer-scanning books 
to check them out, once the col= 
lege integrates the student 
records into the new system. The 
two terminals cost $800 each. 
Of the 14 community colleges 
in  B.C., about eight use the 
Brandon University Catalogue 
system, and a BUCAT users' 
group has started. 
Students have had about hree 
weeks to use the syster~ so far, 
and short classes are given twice 
dally to familiarize them with 
this new high-tech method of 
browsing. 
'U 
Recreatton department 
starts programs for kids 
• The Mud-Pie Dilemma 
teaches real pottery using the 
handbuilding ~techniques. 
• In Scraps to Skyscrapers, the 
group plans and builds an im- 
aginary city made of all kinds of 
materials and recycled items. 
• Finally, Goop, Glue and 
Goblins turns bread dough and 
felt into miniature figures and 
other objects relative to the 
Halloween theme. 
All these programs are start- 
ing this week, so hurry down to 
the Terrace Parks & Recreation 
Office in the Terrace Arena and 
register. For more information, 
call us at 638-1174. 
Contributed by Luc Gagnon, 
Youth Programmer 
The Terrace: Parks & Recrea- 
t ion  Department is presently 
registering p~ticipants in their 
Fall programs. The programs 
cater to school=age children 
from Kindergarten to Grade 7 
who can learn skills and enjoy 
an activity to an extent which the 
regular school setting usually 
cannot offer. These programs 
are separated into two  age 
groups, Kindergarten to Grade 3 
and Grade 4 to 7, and including 
the following programs. 
) Highland Dancing teaches 
the Highland Fling and other 
Scottish country, dances. 
• Film and Story.telling Fan- 
tasia is offered in French and in 
English. These programs include 
selected films and stories, and 
related games and crafts. 
) Kids on Keys and Disk 
Drivers introduce participants o
the various applications of an 
Apple computer. 
) Gym Games emphasizes par- 
ticipatlon,- team spirit and plain 
fun. 
$ 'Gretzky & Co. glorifies street 
hockey as our true national 
sport. It is played in a fenced 
area at Veritas School rather 
than on the streets and teaches 
youth the basics of the game. 
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Proposals 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
for operation of the Terrace Arena 
Concession will be received by the undersigned 
until Wednesday, September 28, 1988, at 4:30 p.m. 
Information sheets are available at the Parks and 
Recreation Department Offices ~ at the Terrace 
Arena, from 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Monday tO 
Friday~ 
Steven Scott 
SuPerintendent of Parks and Recreation > 
Ruth Shannon and Ed Curell demonstrate the user-friendly 
computer at the Terrace Public Library, which replaces the 
old card catalogue system. 
The firm of  
Porter & Hepburn, 
Chartered AcCountants :~ 
has been dissolved. 
Henceforth the practice will continue as: 
H.W. HEPBURN, 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT 
Address and telephone number remain 
unchanged:• 
209 m 4650 LAZELLE AVENUE 
(Credit Union Building) 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 
638-0361 
9/21c 
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THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR... 
THE SIGN OF 
• A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
in the community. 
Alma 655.12~1 
. Vi 635.5672 
Terry 638.8178 
I I  
We arc now open 
7 days a week 
9:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 
COLD 
BEER and WINE STORE 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1988 
INN OF THE WEST 
corner of Lakelse and Emerson 
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reation Department proudly an- 
nouncbs many new programs for 
teens. 
teens only, and over 20 others 
are available for participants 14 
years and older. 
Grades eight to 12, will be given 
by Sue Springer on Monday and 
Wednesday evenings at the Ter- 
race Arena. The main j~z dance 
steps will be taught leading to 
actual dance routines. 
Also for grades eight to !2, 
Nijah Roaches will be teaching 
and supervising Walleyball ac- 
tion on Wednesday nights at 
Northwest Community College 
in the Raquetball Club. 
Walleybail is volleyball played in 
a pressure-packed raquetball 
court, and the ball can be 
bounced off the•walls. Participa- 
tion and team spirit, rather than 
competition, will be empha- 
sized. 
Gretzky & Co, is a ball hockey 
program for Grades eight to 10 
students and is held in the fenced 
area at Veritas School. The 
basics of the game will be taught 
and games will be played on a 
regular basis. 
Parks department, offers, I Marvin i :::: 
teen recreat on programs 
C#ntflbuted by Luc Qagnon, also available for teens, these in- 
' Youth Programmer , clude Women's Body Building, 
The- Terrace Parks & Rec- Rhythmic Aerobics, Tai Chi, all q-~,t 
~--"~ 
Three of these are for Collecting and Identification 
A Jazz Dance course, for ners, Slow Dancing (Waltz), 
kinds of fitness classes, Map and 
Compass Workshop, Mushroom 
Workshop, Fly Tying, Fishing 
Rod Construction, International 
F01k Dancing, Chess for Begin- 
Beginner Band, Paper-mache 
Artistry, Origami (the Je, panese 
Art of Paper Folding), Callig- 
raphy, Crochet, Knitting and 
much, much more. 
Registration has already start- 
ed and is continuing at the Ter- 
race Parks & Recreation Office 
in the Terrace Arena. Office 
hours are Monday to Friday, 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For more 
information on these and other 
programs, call 638-1174. 
B.C. 
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WHEN YOU'RE 
OUT ON A 
BOAT, 
I .YOU CAN'T 
TAKEA CAB I The Ryatts 
HOME.  
LJ ~l-~u~! 
Eve ry yea r 500,000 
Boaters in Canada have 
accidents involving 
As for the 20 more programs alcohol. 
Te ra Int s Ltd. r ce erior 
Exterior and interior paints I 
Armstrong flooring • Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"',4 ll the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazelle _Ave. I 
635 6600 " I 
' : .  iJ 
/ Where, Let. 
Madeobscure 
8 • Frown " : 
Catch ; i 
11 Damp " 
19 Poem i ~~' l I~  Ul~Jioj 21 "__.pmnobls" • i 
~t_~.t_sHI 22 Small mammal i 
23 Our planel 
2? Pacts 33 .... o~ . 
28 Challengers 34 Route, abbr. 
52 Typeolmolding 35 Sober 
31 Regfel 53 Crag 36 Exertion 
54 Coltonmachlne, pl, 31 Toand_ . .  
36 Wol'noul 55 Tlmeperlod 38 5earchforfood 
39 Snow___ 56 Dine 43 Lad 
40 Freshman 57 Alleviate 44 Growold 
41 ~ Knight 45 Dlnnmdrlnk 
42 P~o DOWN 41 Tlbetlangazelle 
43 Eng.Clty I __.rel ief 49 Inlet 
46 .Past 2 Before . 50 Thoselnpower  
48 Solo 3 Sheepfold 51 PeerGynt'smoiher 
I 
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! ~! Ice mase 
S,, Rumen 
8 '  Nibble 
12 Field 
13 Jap.sash 
14 Narrow load 
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14 Build 
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Door-to-door campa gn all month for arthritis 
September isArthritis Month. 
Not  the m0rlth of the year that 
our aches and pains necessarily 
return after,an active summer, 
but the time ot~year that a~cam - 
paign is launched t0.:raisemon~ 
to fight themost  common 
chronic disease in Canada. 
by Pare Whitaker 
Four million people - -  one 
out of seven in Canada - -  are af- 
fected by this disease. Sixty per- 
cent of them are women, 74,000 
are children. 
A door-to-door campaign is 
underway in Terrace. Also,  
there are various in-store ac- 
tivities being conducted by their 
major corporate donor, the 
Woolworth Co., to raise money 
for the Arthritis Society. Satur- 
day, September l0 saw a Society 
bake sale there, and other ac- 
L __  I 
2 
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tivities are planned before the 
end of the month. : 
Arthritis is " inf iamafion o f  a 
joint". There are more thanone 
hundi-ed different': types of. ar- 
thritis. Some are serious and 
some are not. The degrees of 
disability vary widely, as do 
methods of ~. treatment. It is 
recommended that those with 
recurring symptoms hould seek 
early diagnosis - -  before there is 
damage to a joint. Symptoms 
are: pain, stiffness, tenderness 
or swelling in one or more joints 
or in the neck, lower, back or 
knees. • 
The Arthritis Society, B.C. 
and Yukon Division, has a Con- 
trol Program .that seems to be 
very well .organized, There is an 
Arthi-itis Management team con- . ~. ~'~' / . . 
sisting o f  speciahsts, orthopedic 
surgeons, physical therapists, 
social workers and nurses. There isatravellingserviceto terested on a mailing list. 
Working in consultation, this a number o f  communities with- Meetings held four times a year 
team ensures that all arthritis pa= out a hospital or specialized where there are videos, etc. are 
tients benefit from a program facilities, and an intensive open to the public. For further 
tailm'ed to :their ~ individual • Children's Program. information phone 635-7026 or 
needs .  " . . . . .  In  Ter raceS5 w i l l  put  those in -  635-5024.  
M l l  I I  Arthnt s.a personal story . .  
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Mary McGowan of Terrace and depressed but you learn to 
was born with arthritis. It was "live with it ," she said. "You try 
classified as rheumatoid (a 
defect in the ability of the body 
to defend itself). There wasn't 
much that anyone could do 
about it. / -  
McGowan remembers that 
when she was a little girl her 
mother spent hours rubbing her 
limbs. " In my ease there seemed 
to be a hereditary factor , "  she 
said. "My father, mother, 
brother and uncle had it." 
"The  pain makes you tired 
to control your emotions and 
keep a positive outlook." 
While she was growing up, 
tak ing  aspir in  and some 
chiropractic treatments helped 
somewhat. During the years that 
she bore her three children the 
arthritis went into remission. 
Now, however, she  has 
osteoarthritis and gout in her 
knee. Osteoarthritis is the 
breakdown of cartilage and 
other joint tissues. Gout in- 
CLAS.SIFIED 
IIg 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
.These Ads appear in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,008,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
volves a build up in the body of  
too much uric acid. An attack 
occurs when crystals of uric acid 
appear in a joint and irritate the 
joint lining, causing it to become 
inflamed. 
" I  wonder why there are so 
many disintegrating bones to- 
day?" McGowan queries. She 
appreciates the treatments and 
support developed through the 
Arthritis Society, She also ap- 
preciates that 'her mother~ lived 
to be 83 and her uncle• with ar- 
thritis, to be 94. 
/ 
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$159. for 25 words .($3. per each additional, word) Call The Terrace Review at 6:$5-7840 
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AUTOMOTIVE EDUCATIONAL 
Motorcycles - ATC Tires on Esperanto Self Study Pack- 
Sa le ,  Wooley Booger 25x age. Brldge Language. Glo- 
13x9 flts 25x12x9 $79.95. bal Carlng. World Com- 
WB-Copy 22x12x8 fits 22xll munlcatlon. Fatally Twln-, 
x8 $49.95. Carter Honda nlngfor Peace Internatlonal- 
Shop- Honda 8ales, sarvlca, ly, Unlty In Dlverslty. Send 
parts, very competltlve $5. forpackage: :765 Brae- 
'prlces. 1-800-6e3-8164. mer w Sldney~ B.C. VBL 3S1. 
100 Pickups, Vans 4 x 4'8, 
Ford, GMC, Chrysler, Jeep, 
Toyota, Nlmn,"etc. From 
:$169. for 48 month total 
paid $8,112. Jeff D.8214, 
464-3941. 
Buy/lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approv- 
ed credit. Call collect 464- 
0271. D5231. 
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven year warranty. 
Payments from $139.1Mo. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
at (604)465-8931. DL5584. 
r 
Master 1988 Tax Refo~r'mi ~ 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Newspaper Opportunity-  
Long established on the 
B.C. Coast. Growing reve- 
nues, growing area, Box 
221, clo' BCYCNA, 414 - 
1033 Davis Street, Vancou- 
ver m B.C. V6E 1M7. 
Revolutionary Business: 
Body ToningTables by. 
Body Design. ~;omplete set 
up and tralnlng. Low In- 
vestment. Hlgh return. 1- 
800-661-8894. 
Start your own Import/Ex- 
port mall order business, 
even 8pare time. No money 
or experience. Since 1946. 
Free brochuro: Wade World 
Trade, clo Cdn. Small Busi- 
ness Inst., Dept. W1, 1140 
Be,amy Road N., . Scer- 
borought Ont. MIH 1H4. 
Earn good commission sell- 
Ing top line candles, nut8 
and chocolates to your 
friends and nelghbours. Be 
a Candy Time Representa- 
tive. Call Colleen at 1-(604) •
684-2585. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
M.S. Oriental Dating Ser- 
vice. Specialized in Intro- 
ducing lovely Oriental lad- 
les, local and overseas. 
Write 407 - 837 West Has- 
tings Street, r Vancouver, 
B,C. I VSC 1B6 ~ or 687-1759, 
684-4698. 
) ,  
In.depth correspondence 
course on personal Income 
tax. $225. fee cover8 all 
costs and is tax deduct- 
Ibis. Phone colleet: Personal 
Tax Semite- (403)462-5614. 
Registered B.C. Private 
Training Institution. 
Diploma correspondence. 
Free calendar. High school 
up-grading, accounting, 
management, administra- 
tion, secretarial, computers. 
Establlshed~ 1964. National 
College, 444 Robson, Van- 
couver, 688-4913 toll free 1- 
800-387-1281~ 24 hours. • 
Earn Your Tax Reform Car- 
tiflcete. Free brochures on 
Income tax courses or basic 
bookkeeping. U & R Tax 
Services, 1345 Pembina 
Hwy., Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 2B0. (204)284-1806. 
Franchises available. 
EQUIPMENT AND 
MACHINERY 
Heavy Equipment Owners. 
Inspected. Tested used 
parts. For most dozers, 
loaders, excavators, skid- 
dare, graders. Also attach- 
ments and equipment, 
sales. Financing available. 
Same day quotes. (604)850- 
3146. 
Town Of Smithers - Accept- 
Ing offers on a rear load 
garbage packer, t978 Leach 
Mod. 16, S.N.T.-3 2293. 
Equipped with hydraulic 
container attachment. Good 
operating condition. Used as 
"backup" machine under 
March 30, 1988. This Packer 
~ equlree a vehicle of epprox- mately 14,900 kg GVW & 
108" clearance between the 
cab and rear axle. Reply: A. 
De EIIIon, Town of Smlthers 
P.O. Box 879, Smlthers, 
B.C. VOJ 2NO. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
$1.95 Per Disc. IBM Public 
domain and Shareware soft- 
ware. Catalogue $1.00 re- 
fundable. P,O,-BIG, Box 
2053, Surrey, B.C, V3W 
9X5. ($84)597-0881, ; . . . . .  
GARDENING FOR SALE MISC. 
Trampolines - 14' Diameter Greenhouse and Hydroponic 
Fun Spot . $660. Warran- Supplies. Best seleetlon and 
ty. Moneybsck guarantee, pricing In Canada. Same 
Mailorder - Joln many day shipping. Toll free ord- 
who've saved hundreds of er .line 1-800-663-5619. 
dollars. Delivery $35. Call Western Water Farms, 1244 
~llfrea Trampos Inc. to 1-800:. Seymour Street, Vancouver. 
387-6214( 416)789-7178.; ~.::*. Call ~for 0ur catalogue. , 
• HEALTH AND BEAUTY . 
Retlne-A Is the beauty sen- 
sation of the decade. Fast 
~)r owln9 sales operation. pportunltlea for 8ales 
agents. Generous commie- 
el-on. •Call 1-403-428-6060. 
• - • • 
Aromatlca: Mall-order 
scented and non-scented 
predu~s: seasonings; tesac 
8caps,: lotions, helrcare, 
sachets, candles, gift collec- 
tions. Send $2. for Cata- 
logue (reimbursed first or-  
der): Aromatlsa, 3442 West 
1st Ave., Vancouver, B.C. 
V6R :lG7. HELP WANTED 
Lighting Fixtures. Western Are you looking for a 
Canada's largest display, chance to further your car- 
Wholesale and retail. Free ear In the newspaper busi- 
ness? Do you want to man- Catalogues• available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre., 4600 age a newspaper? Have you 
East Hastings Street, Burn- got sales experience In the 
the newspaper Industry? If ~b ,~ySC 2K5. Phone 
• answers to these questions 
are yes, an opportunity ha8 
come your way. One of 
Farm Produce- Good quail- western Canada's leading 
ty hay for sale. $2; $1.50 newspaper companies has 
and $1. per square bale. $50 openings for aggressive 
a ton semi-loads, Call River- sales people and publishers. 
side Gardens, Houston 1- Several sales positions and 
604-845-7707. two publishers are required 
Immediately. Apply to: R.J. 
Storage Problems? Used (Bob) Gralnger, General 
Steam Shlpoontalnere, 8'x8' Manager, Cariboo Press, 
x35' long, Insulated and In 188 N. 18t Avenue, 
good condition. Call Lorne Williams Lake, B.C. V2G 
or Llnda at (604)530-7318. 1Y.8. . ' . . . .  
b]a]lk  
/ 
25 WORDS 
$159 
($3. per each additional word) 
Call The Terrace Review at 
635.7840 " \ 
HELP WANTED 
City Editor-Reporter requir- 
ed for thrice-weekly com- 
muni ty  newspaper. Copy 
desk skills essential. Re- 
sumac to: Nanalmo Times, 
Box 486, Nanalmo, B.C. 
V9R 5L~5, 
Expanding Community 
Newspaper group on Van- 
couver Island will have 
openings this fall for aft 
experienced weakly news- 
pape.r editor, a Junior or 
Ints~rnedlate level reporter 
and.a staff photographer. 
Candidates for editor must 
have solid reporting and 
photographic skills as well 
aa direct experience In man- 
aging a news team: and 
editing at the .community 
level. Candidates tor report- 
er will have either a mini- 
mum of three years exper- 
Ience or have completed a 
degree or diploma course in 
Journalism. The photo- • 
grapher position requires 
professional level ability In 
both BIW and colour. We 
offer a competitive wage 
package, extensive benefits, 
profit.sharing and excellent 
opportunity for growth and 
advancement in a people 
oriented working environ- 
ment. Reply in writing only 
to George Manning, Gener- 
al Manager, Island Publish- 
ers Ltd., P.O. Box 7310, 
Station D, Victoria, B.C. 
VgB 5B7. 
Western toy company needs 
additional commissioned 
sales representatives for 
busy fall season. Teaching 
or child care an asset. 
Phone (403)258-1100. Write 
Teach R Toys, 8045 - 4th 
Street, 8.E., Calgary, Alber- 
ta: T2H 2A5. 
Poltlon available in Pretty 
Northern B.C. town for full 
time A.A.C.I. or R.Z.B.C. 
appraiser. Send resume to 
File 341 clo interior News, 
BOx 2560, Smlthers. B.C. 
V0J 2N0. 
A Progressive Northern 
Ford Dulenlhlp requires an 
accountant. Experienced In 
dealer accounting an asset. 
contact Wolverine Ford at 
(463)926-2591. 
Overseas Positions. Hun- 
drede of top paying posi- 
tions. All occupations. Free 
details. Overseas Employ- 
ment Services, Dept. CA, 
Box 480, Mount Royal, Qua- 
be(: H3P 3C7. Call toll-free 
1-800-361-2461. 
LEGAL 
Invitation to Tender. Man- 
ufacturers opportunity 
study. The Carlboo-Chilcotin 
Economics Futures Commit- 
tee seeks proposals from all 
Individuals, companies, and 
so on Interested in develop- 
ing a list of manufacturing 
opportunities in our Region. 
The proposal should Include 
how you will develop the 
list; cover all areas of econ- 
omic activity: establish 
priorltlas for the committea. 
an(] a plan of action as to 
the development of these 
priorities; and any other 
data .or Items that you feel 
are important. Proposals 
should Include resumes 
costs; and so on. Proposals 
to be mailed to: Carlboo" 
Chilcotin Futures commit- 
tee, Second Floor, 366 
Yorston •Street, Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G ¢J5. For 
more information, please 
call Bev at 392-3626. All 
proposals are Confidential 
and must be submitted on 
or before the 30th of Sept- 
ember, 1988. The Cariboo- 
Chilcotln Economic Futures 
committee hereby retains" 
the right to cancel this tend- 
er or not accept any of the 
proposals if none are ade- 
quate. 
REAL ESTATE 
Logan Lake B.C. - Offers. 
Surplus homes, $,34,200. up. 
8 years old, 2x6 construe-" 
tics, full basements, Kam- 
loops 30 minutes, Vancou- 
ver via Coqulhalla 31h 
hours. Central for entre- 
peneurs, retired folks, year 
round recreation, free 
homes catalogue: Write or 
call Cave McEurnle, Royal 
LePage, 109 Victoria Street, 
Kamfoopo, B.C. V2C 1Z4 or 
374-2424 or 554-2114. 
Fantastic, why walt? Why 
walt for funds? Mortgage 
and remortgage money 
available immediately. Poor. 
credit rating no problem. 
Call Compatible Mortgage 
Company now. 278-2335 
anytime. 
SERVICES 
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Carr-Harrls - 20 years 
a trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law. 
0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
perienced in head Injury 
and other major claims. Per- 
centage fees available. 
"ICBC Offered me $3,500. 
Carey, Llnde got me $194,- 
000. , G.N. - Abbotsford. 
Vancouver Lawyer Carey 
Llnde (since 1972) has Free 
Information. Phone 1-684- 
7798. Second Opinions Glad- 
ly Given. 
¢ 
~rd V i I~ l  #' u l r~ l~ &KI~ WJ~.  VF . . . . .  
L 
Hay For Sale 
Alfalfa and alfalfa mixed hay, In 
round or square bales. Priced 
depending on quantity. Phone 
846-5550, evenings.. 9121 p 
Excellent horse hay, $1.75 per bale. 
Phone 846-9349. 9/21p 
For Sale: A 1982 2.hor0e trailer, with 
height extension. In very good con- 
dition. Phone: 635-2812 or 635-4043. 
1015p 
Beef and Lamb for your freezer. Half 
of whole -- cut and wrapped. Ap- 
prox. 400 to 500 Ibs. After Sept. 30. 
Phone Smlthers: 847-2463 or 
847.5141. 9128c 
Otter horse viSa.mineral supple. 
ment, 2 kg. for $8.00. Loose hay for 
mulch $35 p.u. load -- you pick up. 
Phone 635-2118. 10112p 
German Shepherd and Lab puppies. 
Asking $25. Call the Message Relay 
Center 1.800.972-6503 and ask for 
635-9643. 10/7 
R.L. (Bob) Jackman 
Project Consulting 
Executive Search 
Personnel & Training 
Business Services 
D.G. (Danny)Sheridan 
Project Consulting 
Property Management 
Real Estate Consulting 
Management Training 
Sheridan Jaekman 
Consultants Inc. 
Ste. A, 4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1P4 
Bus. (604) 635-9511 
8/31c 
Looking for staff? 
Try us first. Full time or 
temporary  account ing ,  
clerical,  computer  and 
secretarial. 
635-9511 
Good Opportunity 
for 
Established 
PINE MUSHROOM 
buyers 
For 1988-89 Season 
in all areas 
Contact 
Ken Ridgway at 
Ko.Da Trading 
628-9949 
Prince Rupert 
9/28p 
1982 Plymouth Reliant, silver ex- 
terior, maroon interior; 4.door 
sedan, 2.2 Iltre motor, p.s., 
automatic, cruise, Intermit. wipers, 
AMIFM cassette stereo, 60,000, 
miles. Very good tend. Steel belted 
all.season radials. Asking $4,500. 
Phone 635-6672. 9121p 
1974 -- &door Chew Nova, mag 
rims, oasaette stereo. Asking $1,200. 
Must be seen. Phone 638-8210 after 
• 5 p.m. 9121 p 
1985 Chew Speotrum, 4 cyl., 
6.speed, 4.door, gold, Imma0ulate 
c0ndltlon, low mileage. $5,900. 
pah;:e 635-3454 eves.; 638.4269 
10112p 
,Classified Ads - Deadline is .Monday, 1 p.m. 
As a public service the T¢ffaC¢ Rdwlew will print free of charge any ad offering ~to share 
something with the commun!,~j (eg., rides, child care, free itemr). In addition there will be 
no charge for Lost & Found or for ads placed by individuals eeking work. 
RATES: Non.display ' per issue: $4,00 for 30'words or less, additional 
wards 5¢ each. 
Display - per issue: $4.75 per column inch. ~.. 
We resecve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
1986 Ford LTD Crown Victoria; fully 1977 Cougar; loaded, only 81,000 1968 Mustang; 302 engine. Asking 
loaded, low kms, baby blue, very kms, good condition. Must see. Ask- $500. View at 4810 Olson. Phone 
good condition, like new. Asking ing$2,000. Phone 632-7781. 10/7 635-7458. 9130 
$15,000. Phone 635.7093. 9130 
1988 Flare GT, 19,000 kms, loaded, 
red & silver. Asking $14,500. Phone 
624-6050. 1017 
1978 Olds Cutlass Salon, just over 
40,000 kms, air conditioned, radio, 
tape deck. Car is like new. Asking 
$4,800. firm. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635-5466 or 
635-6521. 9130 
1977 Honda Civic; engine needs 
work, good interior, sun roof, radials 
& studs. Asking $500 abe. Phone 
635-6879 after 6 pm. 9/30 
1975 Dodge 9 passenger station 
wagon; new brakes, good tires, very 
little rust, good condition. Asking 
$950 abe. Phone 635-3938. 9130 
1975 Buick Century 350; ps,pb, auto, 
good running condition. Asking 
$1,500. Phone 638.0763. 1017 
1973 Dodge Charger; V8, 318, 
4-speed, automatic, completely re- 
built from ground up, all new parts. 
Must be seen. Asking $4,000 abe. 
Phone 635.6425. 10/7 
Mature Part-Time Help Required 
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
One Full-Time Position 
for mature person for day and evening shifts. 
Must be able to work weekends and holidays. 
Please apply in person to: 
Manager --, Dairy Queen ~ 
4532 Lakelse Avenue ~ .. ,.~. ....... ,:~ ..... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~BetWeen2 p.m. & 5 p.m. . " 
Employment Opportunity 
Job Description 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
QUALIF ICATIONS:  
The successful applicant must have: 
• strong managerial skills 
• the ability to work independently 
• a high command of the English language .• ' 
• several years work experience in administration 
• word processing Skills 
• at least 60 WPM in typing 
• the ability to'coordinate large meetings 
• knowledge about the cultural and tribal groups In 
the province 
• strong communication skills (verbal and written) 
• the will ingness to work overtime and weekends 
• the freedom to travel on weekends to attend 
meetings of the society 
• pride in producing professional-quality work 
DUTIES: 
• to be directly responsible to the General Manager 
• to be responsible for the coordination of Northern 
Broadcasting board and executive meetings 
• to answer routine correspondence relating to 
enquiries about the society 
• to assemble materials for provincial meetings and 
other meetings of the society 
• to prepare draft proposals for funding, training and 
workshop submissions to government and pr!vate 
agencies 
• to take and transcribe minutes and dispatch same 
of meetings of the society 
• to answer telephone enquiries about the society 
• tocarry out other work as assigned by the General 
Manager 
• to undertake accounts payable and receivable 
procedures 
SALARY NEGOTIABLE 3 Month Probationary Period 
CLOSING DATE: October 7, 1988 
Send Resumes to: 
Ray Jones 
General Manager 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
P.O, Box 1090 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 4V1 
0rio 
Delivery Drivers 
Wanted 
with own vehicle 
635-1500 
9128p 
I,I 
AVON 
Christmas is almost 
here and it's the time 
of  year for the 
highest earnings --: 
Share in the excite- 
ment and profits. No 
car necessary. 
For more informa- 
tion, please call col- 
lect: 
635-5055 : 
Daytime nanny needed with own 
transportation, to attend to 4-year- 
old and Ills activities. Phone 
635-7369. 1015p 
Looking for work doing house roof. 
Ing and carpentry. Wages or con- 
tract. Phone 635.4198. 9121p 
Publl(: Service'Commission Commission de Is Fonctlon 
of Canada publlque du Canada 
Program Officer 
Canada Employment and Immigration 
Commission 
C.J.S, Operations Centre 
Prince George, B.C. 
Are you looking for challenge and the opportunity 
to work with native bands and organizations 
throughout he North Central area of B.C.? We are 
recruiting for anticipated term or permanent 
positions, which involves overnight ravel outside of 
the Prince George area. 
As one of the chosen candidates; you will market 
CEiC programs, and develop projects with Native 
organizations to Create employment and training 
opportunities; assess and make recommendations 
on proposals for funding under CEIC programs, in 
addition to finalizing formal contract documents 
and monitoring contractual agreements, you will 
support the activities of participants to ensure the 
success of approved agreements. Further duties 
include purchasing special training courses and 
performing other duties in support of native 
employment strategy. 
You require successful completion of secondary 
school, or an equivalent combination of education, 
training and experience. Your employment history 
must show evidence of your ability to establish and 
maintain effective relations with native 
organizations, community officials and groups, and 
government agencies. You must also have 
experience handling administrative duties related 
to project administration, including duties Involving 
base accounting or finance. Knowledge of the 
English language is essential. 
We offer a salary ranging from $32,594 to $36,534, 
(under review). 
Forward your r6sum6 and/or application 
form, quoting reference number 
S-88-71-8338-0140 (W9E) to: 
Clifford Scott 
Public Service Commission of Canada 
500 - 757 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 3G4 
I I I 
Closing date: 29 September 1988 
Personii information which you provide is 
protected under the Privacy Act. it will be held in 
Personal information Bank PSC/P-PU-040, Personnel 
Selection Files. 
Vous pouvez obtenir cos renseignements en rronfais en 
communiquant avec I0 pen;anne susmentlonn¢;e. 
Public Service of C~,da  is q 
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For Rent " " 
. . . .  . - , . . . 
For rent or lease: 1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. Lots of parking. 
For further Information phone 
635-3355. tfnp 
Three-bedroom townhouae for rent 
• immediately. Close to schools and 
town. No pets. $4501mon. Call 
635-6t 81. 9/21 p 
1 1 1 i  
FOR RENT 
.* 1.2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, Two blocks from downtown 
, Rerds start at $340.00 
"k References required 
Woodland Apartments 
Ik15.3922 or i45.5224 
Gentleman looking to share living 
expenses on two.bedroom apart- 
ment with second gentleman. Close 
to town. For more Info. phone 
635-3854 after 5 p.m. and ask for 
Shirley. 9/28p 
Three.bedroom condominium, 
fridge, stove, washer and dryer 
hook-up. No pets. References re- 
quired. Call 635.4722 after 5 p.m. 
9128p 
One-bedroom basement suite, 
located on Kerr SL Frldge and stove 
Included. $3051month. Avallable Oct. 
I. References p.lease. Phone 
635-2530. 9121p 
Manor Villa 
Apar tments  
now renting 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Phone63S-4503 
evenings. ~ 
I I I  
Newly renovated 0ffices 
[ 4600 Bl°ck Lakelse 
I I - -  200 square feet 
[ 1 - -  850 square feet 
I Phone 638-1446 
I between 9 a.m. & 3 p.m. 
• Marine: : i:: ~: 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industr ial  
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
1 unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq. ft .  each. Some office. 
Keith Ave. 8 Kenney St. 
635-7459 
I I 
NeWspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635.7840. tfnp 
One :bedroom suite: queen size al- 
• mend and oak water bed, 2 dressers, 
2 night tables. Phone 635-2119 even- 
Ings. - 1015p 
Set of hockey goalie pads~ good 
co,ndltion. Asking $200. Phone 
835-7458. 9130 
Apollo club tourist, top of the line 
touring bike; 19", 18-speed, mint 
condition, all Shlmano 600. $1,100 
replacement value, asking $750. 
Phone 624-4884. 9/30 
Junior golf clubs with bag; gd cond. 
Asking $50. BMX bike, gd cond. Ask- 
Ing $60. Phone 635-2158 after 5 pm. 
9130 
Utility trailer, asking $550. Phone 
835-7093. 9130 
Canopy for short box pick up. Ask- 
ing $400. Phone 627-8453. 1017 
Car seat; 20.40 Ib, $20. Girls size 13 
skates, $10, Baby seat for a bike, 
$10. All in good condition. Phone 
838-8028. ~.~ ~.• .... 9130 
80 cc. Yamaha MX, $700. Custom 
Cooper boys skates, size 7, $125. 
Misc. furniture, clothes & toys. 
Phone 624-9215. 1017 
Electrolux with power nozzle & ac- 
cessories, good condition. Asking 
$125. Broilmaster gas barbecue with 
propane tank, ex condition. Asking 
$250. firm. Phone 638.8087. 10/7 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,me 
Admiral 30" electric stove; gold, very 
good condition. Asking $250. but 
make an offer! It has to go! 10114 
Kenmore built.in dishwasher; good 
running condition, almond color. 
Asking $150. Phone 635-6987. 9130 
Queen size box spring & mattress. 
Asking $50. Phone 624-3934. 1017 
Couch & matching chair Asking 
$250 obo. Phone 639.9473. 10/7 
"Best in Town!" 
,Summit Square 
Apar tments '  
One bedroom from: 
[ s325 .,man,. 
L .  - 
• Attractive, spacious, with storage room, 
II 3,0 
Two bedroom from:- 
.per month. 
• I H 
Colored, appliances and fixtures. 
BeaUtilu'l cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened, patio doors. 
M Laundry facilities. 
I f  Security enter.phones and deadbolts. 
• Fully draped and coordinated to w/w carpets' 
• Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. 
• Ample parking. 
• Fleferonces required. 
Phone: 635,,5968 
I I I I  ] I I I ] I ] 
Sat., Sapt. 24 and Sun., Sapt. 25, 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. - 4 p.m. at 4618 Tuck 
Ave. items Include: travel trailer, 
utility trailer, tools, oll tank, table, 
chairs, toys, clothes (mens, ladies, 
boys), lamps, and much, much more. 
9/21 p 
i lu 
GRANNY IS 
MOVINGI! 
Come to our Garage Sale on 
Saturday, September 24 at 
#11 - -  4619 Queensway 
starting at lO:O0 a.m. 
9/21p 
Lost - -  one pair of glasses In a red 
case on September 8. Reward of- 
fared. Please call 638-8375. 9128p 
Found -- brown dog with black face, 
white chest and white paws, wear- 
ing brown collar. Approx, 1 year old. 
Around Rifle Range Road area. 
Phone 635-2242. 9128p 
Lost - -  on Park Avenue, Black and 
white Manx kitten, tailess. Answers 
to the name Thumper. 3 months old. 
Reward. Phone 635-5892. 10/5p 
161/=.foot Mlrrorcraft, 70 hp. Mer- 
cury, trailer. Asking $4,500. 
Phone 635-3620. 9121p 
Inboard Jet for riverboat, $800. 
Phone 635-3303. 1015p 
Seller will carry Ilnancing at 
$3001mo. on better than average 
three bedroom mobile home, with 
10 x 18 master bedroom, natural 
gas, fenced. Phone 638.0800 or 
638-1182. 
tfnc- 
1987 RZ.350 motorcycle, comes with 
helmet, tank bag, 5,200 kms. Asking 
$3,000. Phone 624-6050. 1017 
i984 Honda XL600 street and trail 
bike; only 2,200 kms, in mint condi- 
tion. Offers to $2,700. Phone 
627-8374. 1017 
1976 Yamaha Enduro 100. Asking 
$400. Phone 635-7898. 1017 
Motorcycles wanted: Kawasaki 90 
and Honda Z-50 mini.bike. In running 
condition or for parts. Phone 
635-9341. 1015p 
For sale: Clarinet In good condition. 
$175 o.b.o. Phone 635-2680. 10119p 
Yamaha flute; like new condition. 
Asking $250. Phone 635.2156 after 5 
pro. 9130 
Lowrey Festival Organ; I octave foot 
peddles, plus special features. Ask- 
ing $1,900 firm. Phone 635-5468 after 
5 pro. 1017 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your alter- 
natives makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltlmat Crisis Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
Week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, Information 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
tfn 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full.time, 
part-time or drop.in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
For Sale: Five acres within city 
limits. Asking $51,000. Phone 
635-3620. 9121p 
14 x 70' mobile home on 80 x 120' lot. 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer, fenced. 
Bank needs 10 percent down. Phone 
638-1976, evenings. 9128p 
Small trailer park with potential, on 
approx. 61/2 acres in Thornhill 
horseshoe area. Some financing 
available. Phone 635.4453. 1015p 
Large lot for sale on east sldi~ of 
Kenney, just south of Agar. $12,0000 
o.b.o. Phone 635-7421. 10/5p 
Stewart home: 4 bedroom, 3 
bathroom quality home on two lots. 
Fireplace, hardwood floors plus 
much more. Attached garage, wood 
shed, garden shed. $69,500. Call 
636-2556. 10112p 
For sale 16 acres on Kalum Lake 
Drlve. For information, please phone 
635-5289. I0119p 
Three-bedroom house to be moved. 
Contact Norm or Fred at the Skeena 
Hotel. Phone 635-2249. 9121c 
MUST SELL! 1,238 square foot, well- 
maintained basement home on 4.94 
acres, only 10  minutes from 
downtown, on paved road. This 3 
plus 2 bedroom home, with spacious 
kitchen and dining room, carport, 
fireplace, patio and 21/= baths, must 
be seen to be appreciated. Asking 
price $75,000. Call 635-9559 after 
6:00 p.m. for more information and 
appointment to view. 10126p 
4 bedroom house; bright modern kit- 
chen with built-in dishwasher, fire- 
place, workshop, detatched garage, 
fenced lot. Asking $69,900. View at 
1086 7th Avenue East, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. Phone 627-8374. 10/7 
1984 Yamaha 125, 3.wheeler, ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $800. 
Phone 635.9726. 9130 
1978 Chevy camperized van. ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $11,000. 
Phone 627.8235. 1017 
16' Holidalre travel trailer; sleeps 6, 
toilet, stove, furnace, fridge, gd 
cond. Asking $3,500. Phone 
632.3727. 9/30 
1985 - -  314 Ton, 4x4 
XLT Lariat- 
20,000 miles, ex. cond. 
Must be seen to be 
appreciated. To view after 
5 p.m. at 4017 Yea Street 
(on the bench), phone: 
635-3048 
1015p 
1985 GMC 1500 Sierra, 4 x 4, 
4-speed, 350, p.s., p.b., dual tanks, 
47,000 kms., excellent gas mileage. 
Very good cond. Asking $11,500. 
Phone 635-7721. 9128p 
1985 Nlesan King Cab, AMIFM 
stereo, 4 mounted winter tires, 
canopy, $7,200. Phone 635-3793. 
10112p 
1986 Colt Vista 4x4 mini van; 7 
passenger,  5-speed, 2-1itre, 
4-cylinder, electronic 4-wheel drive, 
loaded. Like new, must be seen. Ask- 
ing $14,000 obo. Phone 632-6425. 
1017 
1985 Nlssan Kingcab; AMIFM 
stereo, 4 mounted winter tires, 
canopy. Asking $7,200. Phone 
635-3793. 9130 
d 
1974 Ford Bronco. 1970 Ford Bron- 
co. 1979 Pontiac Trans-AM, Hot Rod. 
Must sell. Phone 624-9438 after 5 
pm. 9130 
5-6 50x16" Ford rims & tires to fit 
1979 Ford truck, 8 hales. Asking 
$125. Phone 835-3659. 9/30 
Wanted tO rent --  16 or 18 ft. trailer 
with working stove, fridge, toilet and 
shower. Phone 638-8933, leave 
message. 9128p 
Wanted to rent or lease -- Two 
-three bedroom house/trailer on 
acreage outside of town by married, 
working couple with pets. Phone 
638-3520 and ask for Dace. 9128p 
Room and board required for Grade 
12 student, prefer downtown area. 
Call (KItwanga) 849-5578. 10119p 
Student requires ride to NWCC star- 
ting Sept. 6 from Golf Course/Thorn- 
hill Heights area. Will share gas. 
Phone 635-7843. 9130 
Wanted to buy: freezer in reasonable 
shape. Phone 635.3900 evenings. 
9130 
Fully expedenced Janitor seeks full- 
time work. Experienced In all phases 
of building maintenance and securi- 
ty. Phone 635-6116. 10126p 
( ~  Province of 
Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ministry of 
Attorney General 
MINIS;tRY OF ATTORNEY 
GENERAL --  CORRECTIONS, 
TERRACE, B.C. invites contract 
proposals to provide the follow- 
Ing services, In Stewart, B.C.: 
COMMUNITY SERVICES ORDER 
- -  To work directly with the 
probation service to ensure 
successful completion of Court 
Order and alternate measures 
hours. Contractor is responsible 
for developing and maintaining a 
range and variety of suitable 
work locations, screening, 
assigning, equipping and super- 
vising clientele In accordance 
with Corrections Branch Stand- 
erda. 
For more Information on this 
program or to submit written 
proposals, contact: Deborah 
Poland, Probation Officer fo r  
Stewart, B.C. (638-3231) or 
Kerrle Delnes, Local Director, 
Probation Office, 120-  Court- 
•house, 3408 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2N6, Phone: 
638-3231. 
9/21c 
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( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation & Highways 
HIGHWAYS --  TENDERS 
Electoral District: ATLIN 
Highway District: PRINCE RUPERT 
Projeot or Job Number: G.002/88 
Project or Job Description: Crushed Gravel- 
ling of Highway 37 between 2.0 km north of 
Taft Creek Bridge and 3.0 km south of 
Cousins Creek Multiplate (14.0 kin) 
THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS PROJi:CT tS 
TO INCLUDE APPLICABLE FEDERAL AND 
PROVINCIAL SALES TAX. 
Tender Opening Date: SEPTEMBER 26, 
1988 
Tender Opening Time: 2:00 P.M. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications and conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY frown Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways, Suite 204, 
815 • 1st Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VSJ 1B3, Telephone: 627-0485 between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating office: 
627-0485. 
Tenders will be opened at Prince Rupert 
District Office, 204 --  815. let Avenue 
West, Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B3. 
L.M. Kelly, District Highways" Manager 
Ministry Official 
9121c 
:w  , 1988 
CLASSIFIEL 
i 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation and Hlohway$ 
HIGHWAYS --  TENDERS 
Electoral DIItflct: Skeena 
Highway 01etd©t: 8mltbers 
Project Numbe~. E-5184 
Project Description: Ughtlng |nstaUation, 
Route 37 at Gedarvale/Kltwanga Road and 
Route 37 at Lower Brown Road/Bridge 
Street, Kltwanga. 
Tenders will be opened on: Thursday, 
September 29, 1968 at 2:00 p.m. at: 940 
Blanldl~rd Street, Victoria, B.C. 
Surety Bld Bond or Certlfled Cheque Is not 
required. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
Ol)e¢lflcatlons and conditions of tender are 
malleble free of charge ONLY from: Phone 
No. 387-1411, Address: 50.940 Blanshard 
8treat, Vlctodlk B.C. VSW 3B and 7818.6th 
Street, Burrmby, B.C. V3N 4N8 (660-8260) 
and 8mlthem District Office (847.7402) 
between the hours of 6:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays, 
M.V. Collins 
Acting Deputy Minister 
9121o 
. •  
Province of 
Bfltlsh Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests and Lands 
SUBSTANTIAL cOMPLETiON 
in the mi ter  of the Gall Greek Bridge on the 
Forest 8ervlce Road. 
Ownm:. MlnistW of Forests 
Talm noUce that substantial completion 
Ima ~ gh~m as September 19, 1988. 
(~¢tractoc 
West Shore Constructom Ltd. 
9"/3 Wut  First Street 
North V~couver, B.C. 
VTN 1A4 
9/21¢ 
( ~  =. Province,of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
' Environment 
REGISTERED TRAPLINE 
.. AUCTION 
LEGAL NOTICE 
"Notice inviting bids at Public auction." 
Pursuant to the Wildlife Act and its 
Regulations the Regional Manager, Fish 
and Wildlife Branch will offer for sale by 
p)ublic auction in Terrace on October 12, 
1988 the right to trap for species of fur 
bearing animals on several trapllne areas in 
Skeena Region. 
The traplir~e areas to be auctioned ate: 
0603T087 on the KIIdala River 
0603T089 at Stanlforth Point on 
Devastation Channel 
0603T107 on east side of Pooley island 
0603T108 on Susan Island 
0603Tllo at north end of Roderick 
island 
0603Tl14 on west side of Devastation 
Channel 
0611T076 on Banks Island 
061tT023 on Big Falls Creek 
OB14T091 at Alice Arm 
Preregistratlon is required prior to 4:30 p.m., 
October 11, 1988. interested parties should, 
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday, contact the office of the Regional 
Manager, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000, 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0 (telephone 
847-7303) or 4825 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1 K7 (telephone 638-3279). 
9121c 
( ~  Province of 
British Columbia 
Mlnlstff of 
'Transportation & Highways 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Elecioral District: PRINCE RUPERT 
Highway District: PRINCE RUPERT 
Project or Job Number: C.G. 001/88 
Project or  .Job Description: Clearing and 
Grubbing Towhlll Road //51 through the 
N/W 114 and the NIE 114 of D.L; 873 (Area 1) 
and through • D.L. 876 (Area' 2), Q.C.D. 
Approximately 10.0 kilometers East of 
Masset, B.C., Q.C.I. 
THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS PROJECT IS 
TO INCLUDE APPLICABLE FEDERAL AND 
PROVINCIAL SALES TAX. 
Tender Opening Datefflme: October 3, 1988 
at 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
speclflcatlons and conditions of tender are 
available free of charge ONLY from Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways, Prince 
Rupert District, 204, 815-1st Avenue West, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1B3 between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating office: 
627.0485. 
"~Pre.Tender'meetlng will be held at: Chown 
TIIver Bridge on Towhill Road //51, 
approximately 10.0 kilometers east of 
Mssset, B.C., Q.C.I. 
Date/l'ime: September 26,1988 at 1:00 p.m. 
Tenders will be opened at Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways, Prince 
Rupert District Olflco, 204, 815-1st Avenue 
West, Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B3. 
Loren M. Kelly, 
District Highways Manager 
Ministry Official 
• 91280 
Cashier 
and 
Warehouse Person 
required for 
The Inn of the West 
Beer and Wiiie Store 
Apply at front desk 
9/21c 
Happy 40th 
Anniversary 
Mom & Dad 
Love Sam & Bob 
Jacquie & Ted 
and Children 
9/21p 
c]a,sdtieds 
25 WORDS, 
$159 
sponsored by the B.C. Ministry 
of Education in cooperation 
with part ic ipating school 
districts aw 30 students travel to 
China's Pacific Rim in July, 
1988. Of  those, several were 
from the Northwest. Echo 
Shrum was .from Stewart, Oina 
Jaarsma from Kitwanga and 
Dean Wirth from Hazelt0n. The 
Queen Charlotte Islands •School 
District and Nisga'a District 92 
also sponsored students. 
i 
PRINCE RUPERT PORT CORPORATION 
PORT OF PRINCE RUPERT 
' " - NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
" FOR 
• CONSTRUCTION OF AN EXTENSION TO FAIRVIEW TERMINAL " : 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
Se,,,,,~ ,,,,,,~,,,= o,~ar,,aA,:~ tO the (~aneral Manaaer and marked "Tender for Construction of an_Expansion to 
" '~" " . . . . . . . . . . .  " at the office of the General Manager, Port or Prince Fairvlew Terminal, F)d'nceRupert, B.C. will be r'eceived 
Rupert, 110 Third Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1K8, until 3:00 p.m., October 20, 1988, when tenders 
will be opened by Prince Rupert Port Corporation (The Port) In public. 
• Work under this contract involves the construction of six additional concrete cribs to form an extension to the 
existing wharf adjacent to the existing facility, and quarrying and filling to form additional beck-u p land, rail, 
li hting, electrical drainage and water services to the new area, Plans, Specifications, Form of Tender, Form 
o~lContract, Schedule "A", Labour Conditions and Tender Envelope may be obtained by app!loatlon to: 
Port of Prince Rupert Choul~aloe Woodburn McKenzle 
~ 110 Third Avenue West Maranda Ltd. 
.~,Prince Rupert, B.C. , .  , .  , 206,1412 West7th Avenue '~ ' : ". 
VSJ 1 K8 Vancouver, B.C, V6H 1C1 .... 
• . -  . . : . 
&ttantlnfl: . . . . . .  ..- ._ . Attention: . • ..... . . . .  ..... 
"•':• >.: .  '. Mr. T,R.Andrew, P.Eng . . . .  : . . . . .  , . .  Mr: I..Floko~:[1P.~,~. : nn r ~ n~ , . ~ ~ "  . 
":" .' ;.~'" "" " Telephone: 627.7545 . ' " ' . . . .  lelepnone . . . .  . . ' I :I ~" ~ ' " ' :-- " 
oaths  paym~)nt crone hundred dollars ($100.00), cash, certified cheque or money order, which aM0unt will be  [ 
• n the return of the above documents,in good order within one (1) month of the date*fixed above ~l 
• refundsd=uP0n _ .  Ir . . . . . . . .  .,~ . . . . .  , - -a - -~retumed ~withln"the:above.~perlod, ~' the deposit  Will be  : [ 
: for the"r~um ;olt:.tenoore;.:|T: me' tru,~m,,u.m, - , *  ..... . . . ,. ' " . . . . .  . .. ' . - [ 
. r • 
by  Pare  Whi taker  
From the Terrace area were 
Caledonia high school student 
Tina Thomas, Michelle Michaud 
from Thornhiil Junior Secon- 
dary and Dalice Kelin from 
Skeena Junior Secondary. All 
the students were between the 
ages of 15 and 17. Four adults 
accompanied them, with 
Elizabeth Metzmeyer, a Thorn- 
hill Junior Secondary counsellor 
being one of the chaperones. 
The entourage crossed the 
ocean to the Orient by air; leav- 
ing Vancouver July 11. 
Terrace's tudents arrived home 
July 24. 
They landed in Shanghai, the 
largest city in China with a 
population of 12 million, where 
they spent hree days. 
"We always had a tour 
guide," said Elizabeth Metz- 
meyer. "There was a national 
tour guide, and each city provid- 
ed another guide. They were 
superb people, enthusiastic and 
happy. The tour was very well 
planned. We did not feel 
restricted in any way." 
While in Shanghai, they went 
to a circus and browsed through 
Chinese gardens with interesting 
rock architecture. "The gardens 
always contain the four 
elements, rocks, water, plants 
and of course, air," Metzmeyer 
commented. They also visited 
what used to be called a com- 
mune, now known as a 
township. 
"Shanghai is a bustling hub- 
bub of a city," said Metzmeyer. 
"People seemed well' fed and 
there was much private enter- 
prise on a small scale." It has 
been open to private enterprise 
for nine years now, and there 
was evidence of outside invest- 
ment, like a Volkswagen 
Leaving the ~metrol~olis, the 
group travelled on a slow. train 
to a quieter place --  Hangzhou, 
the Garden Center. The 
locomotive travelled about 20 
mph and it was a "soft seat" 
luxury tour (there was some 
cushioning On the seats). 
Metzmeyer  described 
Hangzhou as a "nestled place 
with lots of greenery"~ They en- 
joyed palatial accommodations 
complete with a swimming pool, 
and were toured around a large 
lake --  West Lake. All the cities 
they visited were more than 
2,000 years old. 
The next train they boarded 
was a faster train taking them.to 
Suzhou, the "Venice of the 
East". According to Metz- 
meyer, "This city was covered 
by magfiificent canals." 
On their way inland to the city 
of Nanjing they noticed changes 
in the terrain. It was hilly 
(perhaps like Thornhill) and the 
temperature ose to an average 
39 degrees celsius. Nanjing is 
called one of the four ovens of 
China. 
"The humidity was terrible," 
Metzmeyer said. "Eighty-three 
people had died a week before 
we arrived due to the incredible 
heat." 
She continued: "There were a 
lot of beautiful sycamore trees in 
that city. The Chinese are mad 
about trees." On March 12 
every single •person plants a tree 
--  it is °called Arbour Day. 
Helicopters even take seedlings 
to the tops of mountains. Each 
city has certain kinds of trees 
they are fond of. 
The capital city of China, Bei- 
jing, is a "truly international 
They saw vast numbers Of 
foreign travellers of all races. 
cont r ibuted  by  Mary  Bower ing  
'The •Terrace Women's Centre 
is open again after summer 
closure. The building at 4542 
Park Ave., (right by the en- 
trance to the pool) will be open 
from Monday to Friday through 
the lunch hours and also on 
Tuesday evenings from 7 to 9 
p.m. Wears  in the community 
to assist all women. Anything 
that concerns a woman is a 
woman's issue! 
On Tuesday, October 4 we 
will be available for an evening 
of general information about he 
Centre. One way to become in- 
volved is through participation 
in a specific committee. Mark 
OcL 4 on your calendar ight 
now, bring a friend and join,us 
to find out what we offer or' 
what you can offer. 
At the Annual General 
Meeting in May, the member- 
ship voted on two priorities for 
the coming year. They are: (1. to 
actively network with other 
women's groups and (2. to 
politicize women, that is, to en- 
courage women to be more ac- 
tive in decision-making groups 
and in the political process. If 
you feel an interest in working to 
improve your community or 
your personal situation, and 
would appreciate the support of 
other women, call the Women's 
Centre at 638-0228 and/or at- 
tend Our information ight. 
Remember the theme song of 
the garment workers union, 
Bread and Roses, nourishment 
for our bodies, and for our 
hearts. See you on Tuesday 
evening, Oct. 4, if not before! 
Beautification Society 
beguns another year 
The Terrace Beautification come. 
Society will kick off another . . . . . . . . . .  
season of activity with a meeting One such idea presently under 
tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m. at review, says Clark, is to raise 
- the Arena- office. Soeietypresb enough moneyto hire a student 
dent George Clark says the next  summer for project. 
: meeting is open to anyone in- maintenance. Clark says ~the 
-:'terested and topics of discussion final item on.theagenda will. be 
. :will' COver 'last: year's-projects, : :-tO prepare, for the society,~ An, 
.: such: asthe Arena hill, as Well as lnual Genei'ai Meeting to beheld 
any new ideas for, the, year to in.October. , 
In Beijing the party walked 
along the Great Wall of China, 
toured the Ming tombs, the 
Summer Palace, and the Forbid- 
den City. 
They also visited an em- 
broidery factory where they saw 
silk being taken from cocoons, 
watched jade and ivory being 
processed  and carved,  
mahogany being milled, and 
carpets being made by han d . 
The food was great, they said 
- -  and fun. All 34 of them are 
now adept at using chopsticks! 
Although much fish, chicken 
and pork was served, the food 
was not the same as the Chinese 
food we are familiar with. 
Elizabeth Metzmeyer said that 
it was Harold Cox of School 
District88 that "initially got this 
thing together". The next trip 
being planned is to Japan. Metz- 
meyer summed up her feelings 
of China by saying: "More than 
anything else, I remember the 
people and particularly, the 
faces of the children." 
Caledonia student Tina 
Thomas agreed. "The highlight 
of my trip was seeing the, 
children - -  they were so open 
and eager. I would like to go 
back again and walk among the 
people more.' ' 
The Great Wall was a 
highlight for the students. Dalice 
Kelin noted that walking along it 
was an experience to remember. 
She said toper the simp!istic li~): 
ing conditions of the people, (no 
indoor plumbing in the home 
they were shown, etc.) " I t  really 
made me appreciate Canada.  
We have so much."~ . . 
Women's Centre reopens 
Far:Eastern adven,ture tour ,  
The Pacific Rim Initiative manufacturing plant. '" city i' according to Metzmeyer~ 
e sky 's  the  l imit  • 
for this Air Cadet 
TERRACE --  Ravi Gill spent 
the summer at Canadian Forces 
BasePenhold near Edmonton as 
a Junior Staff Cadet and recent- 
ly returned with the rank Of 
Flight Sergeant. It's an unusual 
accomplishment for a first-year 
Junior Staff Cadet, and it makes 
the Terrace 747 Squadron cadet 
the high-ranking NCO (non- 
commissioned officer) in the 
local group. 
Gill is one of about 30 cadets 
who take advantage ofprograms 
offered by the 747th, and he's 
got a lot of reasons to feel en- 
thusiastic about the activities 
and learning experiences they of- 
fer. It's his third year, and the 
Grade 12 Caledonia student has 
risen rapidly through the ranks. 
As a Junior Staff cadet at 
CFB Penhold, Gill taught a 
junior-leader course to other 
cadets. He says elements of the 
course included leadership, 
physical fitness, rifle usage, in- 
structional techniques, drills, 
and citizenship. Inspections by 
superior officers also formed a 
prominent part of life on CFB 
Penhold, with white-glove 
checks for dust, bedsheets tight 
enough to bounce a quarter 
from, and immaculately clean 
t rash  cans that had to be 
centered exactly below the light 
switch and precisely three inches 
out from the wall. As he recalls 
the experience, it is apparent 
that this is a disciplined young 
man who has a healthy respect 
for order. 
Gill says he hasn't decided if 
he'll go back next summer, but 
747th CO. retires 
This Friday will be an emo- 
tional day for the Terrace 747 
Air Cadet Squadron when Flight 
Lieutenant Charlie Meek hands 
over his command to Lieutenant 
Ron Knoedler in a ceremony to 
be held at 7:30 p.m. at the air- 
port. 
Meek joined 747 Squadron in, 
1981 as an ifistructor and was 
promoted to Commanding Of-' 
ricer in December, 1983. Since 
mand is a significant change for 
the squadron and a major 
responsibility for Knoedler. 
"Being the Commanding Of- 
ricer is a full time job," says 
Meek. "It's a lot of work but it's 
well worthwhile when you see 
cadets achieving the goals 
they've set for themselves. See- 
ing those kids achieving those 
goals makes everything - -  the 
countless hours, the worries - -  
thattime, the forward momen-, 'all worthwhile." 
turn of the squadron has never 
slowed. :Already the Woud 
owners of a Piper Sul~r Cub = 
and a glider, through hard Work 
and ,'first class" community 
support the squadron has ac- 
quired a hanger for their Super 
Cub, their own bus for tram. por- 
tation and, in the spring of 1986, 
with the help of a B.C. Lotteries 
Gr i t  they moved into their own 
quarters at the Terrace-Kitimat 
Airport. 
Although Meek has worked 
hard during his five years in 
command, he attributes the suc- 
cess of the squadron to the com- 
munity as a whole. He says their 
accomplishments would not 
have come about without the 
support of organizations like 
Branch 13 of the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion and the Royal 
Canadian Legion Women's 
Auxilliary, the Terrace Correc- 
tional Centre, many local 
businesses and individuals like 
MLA Dave Parker and alder- 
man Doug Smith. "Basically the 
people of our community all 
worked together to help us out," 
says Meek. 
He says he also has an "extra 
big thank-you"  for the  
squadron's building committee, 
who were instrumental in coor- 
dinating the original project and 
continue to take responsibility 
for its maintenance and other 
projects. Members of the com- 
mittee are: Dave Estacaille, 
Ruth Tremblay, Eleanor Halley 
and Linda Hudson. Included 
with this group, says Meek, is 
Ray Tremblay who, although no 
longer a member of the commit- 
tee, continues to take respon- 
siblity for much of the building 
maintenance and repair. "They 
have been the backbone of the 
squadron," says Meek. 
Meek saysthe pasSing of corn- 
He says that Knoedler has 
b~n with the squadron for three 
years and is familiar with the 
cadets and their routines. 
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if he wants to the invitation is 
there: his squad was rated tops 
in the large group, and the of- 
ricers sidd he did an "awesome" 
job as instructor. 
In reflecting on the benefits 
offered by membership n the 
Air Cadets, Gill noted that there 
are no expenses -- uniforms, 
classes and transportation are 
free --  and there are plenty of 
activities and •learning ex- 
periences available. These in- 
clude leadership and citizenship 
instruction, field trips and cam- 
ping that involve meeting new 
people and seeing new places as 
well as survival instruction, 
drills and parades, and first aid 
courses. The 747th team missed 
first place in the provincial first 
aid competition last year by one 
point - -  their instructor is with 
the local ambulance service. 
For serious tudents there are 
also courses in flying (the local 
squadron has its own single- 
engine airplane and a glider), air 
studies, air crew training, 
technical.aspects of aero engines 
and airframe structure and 
maintenance, junior search anti 
survival, and an exchange pro- 
gram that provides the oppor- 
tunity to travel to foreign coun- 
tries. 
Gill seems to have found a 
natural environment in the Air 
Cadets: he says he's going to ap- 
ply for entry into the Canadian 
Forces after he. leaves high 
school. His first c~oice is to be a 
• pilot, with air ii'd~,igati0n a Close 
second. . . . .  . . : 
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Terrace 747th Air Cadet member Ravi Gill spent the sum- 
mer at CFB Penhold in alberta, and he recently returned 
with the new rank of Flight Sergeant and a mantle-full of 
honors for his performance as a Junior Staff Cadet at the 
base. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held 
on Wednesday, October 5, 1988 at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-SUkine commencing at 7:30 
p.m. to receive representation from all persons who 
deem their Interest to be affected by the proposed 
bylaw: "Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Electoral 
Area C, Lakelse Lake Zoning Bylaw No. 57, Amendment 
Bylaw No. 271, 1988." 
In general terms, the purpose of this bylaw is to 
redesignate the parcels described below as follows: 
a) D.L. 3983; R;t, D.D., except ~- from Rural (RRI) zone to 
Plan 2005, 3941 & 7300 the Commerclal(CII)zone 
b) D;L. 5127, R.5, C.D. 
c) portion of•D.L. 2285 
lying west of Highway 37, 
from Rural (RRI) zone to 
the Commercial (CII) zone 
from the Park (P) zone 
to the Commercial (CII) 
R.5, C.D. zone 
The amending bylaw, if and when adol~ted~ would allow 
the extension of the comprehensivedevelopmentof he 
Mt. Layton Hotsprings Resort. 
The parcels subject to this amending bylaw are shown 
in the sketch below: 
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The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the offices of 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, 300 --  4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the hours of 8:30 
a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. from 
Monday to Friday. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
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• Cominco"  urge' "d use  ' - 
as  center ,  fo r  go l  operat ions '  
When the Johnny Momttain . Webber says the subsequent percent) were cancelled ue to 
gold mine held its official open- Stage I report projects a weather. For the Same period in 
ing recently, Terrace alderman significantly higher workforce the 1987/88 winter however, 
'Bob Jackman attended the of 209 employees and con- there were 208 flights and only 
event, but on his return to Ter- solidates their plans tO use 18 (8.7 percent) were cancelled. 
race he expressed disappoint- Smithers as the base of their Chamber of Commerce Presi- 
ment in the lack of  representa- operation. The reason according dent Dick Sharpies says they are 
ti0n by B.C. businesses and both to Cominco? Available data in- aware of the SNIP report and 
provincial and federal politi- dicated greater eliability at the also recent improvements at the 
clans. He said the lack of Smithers Airport. Terrace-Kitimat Airport. He 
representation was made "ob-  However, according to Terry says that the Economic Develop- 
vious" by th'e large number of Morris, chairman of the Terrace ment, Transportation and Min- 
representatives from Wrangell, Airport.-Advisow Committee, ing components of the Chamber 
Alaska and other U.S. agencies, there has been considerable ira- will be sending appropriate in- 
According to 3ackman, the U.S. provemem in landing reliability formation to Cominco manage- 
interest didn't go unnoticed by since Nov. 19 last year when the ment and that a representative 
mining executives, and as a ceiling was lowered from 945 of the company will be invited to 
result Terrace could lose out as feet to 527. speak at a luncheon meeting in 
the service center for the mining Morris said that during the the next few months to discuss 
industry in northwestern, B.C. period from December 1986 to the matter of airport reliability 
. . . . .  ...... i i  / 
Terrace Rotary Club President, Gerry Martin (left) and wife 
Dawn (secondfrom right) pose for a picture with Rotarian 
District Governor Bob Bishop and his wife Eleanor. The 
Bishops were visiting Rotary Clubs on official business in 
the Northwest and while in Terrace, attended a special 
Italian night dinner at the Inn of the West. Terrace's future as a service March 1987 there were 84 flights and to demonstrate what Ter- 
center was more recently into Terrace and 20 of those (23 race has to offer. 
challenged in a Stage I report on 
Cominco's SNIP project, agold Terrace Youth Society to hold annual meeting 
producing property located only" 
a few miles from Johnny Moun- Everyone interested in the tre, Williams says, the first year provides a workforce of young although no firm dates have 
taln. According to the Regional future of the younger members of operation was a valuable volunteers who offer: their ser- been set, future dances are plan- 
District of Kitimat-Stikine of our community is invited to learning experience, and suc- vices to Youth Centre sponsors, ned for Christmas, Valentines 
Economic Development Officer, attend the first Annual General cessful leadership training A new activity planned for the Day and other special occasions. 
Andy Webber, the company's Meeting of the Terrace Youth workshops, recreational pro- coming year is teen dances. Williams enc0uragesall ciults 
prospectus released last March Society next Monday night, says grams and fundraising activities Power Rage will provide the who want to help in any way t 9 
projected 125 employees and Youth Society president Pat and aChaUenge'88studentpro- music for the enjoyment of 
leaned towards Smithers as a Williams. Through the opera- gram have paved the way for an 13-to-18 year olds and the first attend the meeting and offer a 
commuting center, tion of the Terrace Youth Cen- even better second year. dance will be held at the center little of their time or some finan- 
on Friday, Oct. 7, from S:30 to cial support. For more informa- 
Bylaw - -  continued from page1 by Ted Straehan 11:30 p.m. The cost will be $3in tion, phone Pat at 638-0112 or 
advance or $4 at the door and, Judith at 638-8120. 
something like this, and the pro- When Mayer'Jack Talstra was Three popular programs that 
posal made everything very asked about the amendment, were developed last year and will 
clear." He concluded by saying, however, he said he had never continue to operate are run by 
"The original bylaw is useless-- seen it and asked City Ad- youth leaders with the help of NOTICE  OF  PUBL IC  HEARING 
it's designed to allow anything ministrator Bob Hallsor about adult coordinators. The "Vent Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be 
on any street." • i t s  existence. Hallsor told Session" run by youth leader held on Thursday, October 6, 1988 at the Thornhill 
When asked about the pro- Talstra he had never seen the Justin Briand offers a healthy Community Centre commencing at 7:30 p.m. to receive 
posal a few weeks ago, amendment and that the last casual°utlet conversationf°r everythingto c mpletefr°m submissions from all persons who deem tljeir 
• ~ b~ctaff~ ~(d t by  th?k pro.p~:d rba y '~!~W.: ; :  eg ona/ Superintendent of PUblic Works issue he recalled regarding any laAr RI=i 
Stew Christensen said he was in study of industrial traffic was frustration, the "Clown Club" s i t i o e 
possession of a copy of the pro- about five years ago. He said run by Susie Dew provides en- Specified Portion of Electoral Area C Zoning BylawNo: 
posal and the accompanying that study concerned an in- tertainment for local birthday 37, Amendment Bylaw No. 268, 1988." This is the 
map. But he said no one had had vestigation into the issue of parties and offers a more second Public Hearing in regards to this rezoning 
the time to review it and at the overnight parking of logging creative motional outlet, and a application. 
present time it had only been trucks on city streets, program led by Paul Bennett, In general terms, the purpose of this amending bylaw 
seen at the committee level. "Community Service Work", is to redesigna.te the parcel described as Lot 1, Block 8, Plan 6734, District Lot 989, Range 5, Coast District, 
from the High Density Rural (R1) zone to the 
Neighbourhood Commercial (NO 
CITY OF TERRACE 
1988 Tax Sale 
Pursuant to Section 457 of the Municipal Act, on the 30th day of September, 1988, in the Council Chambers of 
the City of Terrace, at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, there shall be offered for sale by public auction 
each and every parcel of real property Including Improvements, upon which any of the taxes are delinquent. 
The following properties have delinquent taxes as of September 9th, 1988: 
Folio # Address: Legal Descdptlon: Upset Pdce:  
00184.000 2720 Tetrault Street Lot B Dist. Lot 360 Plan 3636 $ 1,526.08 
00424.000 4504 Graham Avenue Lot 8 Dist. Lot 360 Plan 7626 4,049.13 ,O~.T 
00436.000 2610 Kalum Street Lot 1 Dist. Lot 360 Plan 8512 4,958.62 
01329.000 4734 Park Avenue Lot 2 Block 9 & 10 Dist. Lot 361 
Plan 3374 " ~ 4,869.71 I 
01489.000 4742 Straume Avenue Lot 21 Block 4 Dist. Lot 361 ; " I Plan 3674 ....... 2,96i.20 0PPEP..SIDE 
I 01601.000 3402 Eby Street Lot 5 Block 8 Dist. Lot 361 ~,,r~,..,m Plan 4654 1,358.34 ,,, 01734.000 • 4714-06 Davis Avenue Lot 10 Dist. Lot 361 Plan 7681 ~,, ..... :~,~: ..... , 2,292.56 , ~ = l~J  I, hi=l,/,/1 
02542.000 4829 Lazelle Avenue Lot 2 Dist. Lot 362 Plan 3125 2,708.72 ~.~t .~.~ ~.. ] ~   
02712.000 4848 Olson Avenue Lot 5 Dist. Lot 362 Plan 4249 . . . .  5,216.63 
03022.000 4808 Tuck Avenue Lot 4 Dist. Lot 362 Plan 7584 ' ~; ~;i;;:: 2,815.38 ~ ' ~ ~  
03124.000 5130 Highway 16 West Lot 2 Dist. Lot 362 Plan 8897 ~,ii'~ ;~i~"/:~:: 27,553.07 . , ~ , ~  .~ 
05038.000  4324MarshCrescent Lot3B Iock1Dis t .  Lo t368  /FR. RVI. ~~==o,~ ~'~4~ . $ ~/, 
Plan 3349 .1,365.76 OFLOT Sea ~ , 
05329.000 4438 Lakelse Avenue Lot 19 Block 4 Dist. Lot 389 ~ _ _  . 
Plan 972 5,811.50 I ':~I~-~: i ~ ~ ~ ~  '~'  
05434.000" 4501-4503 Craig Avenue Lot 14 & 15 Block 11 Dist. Lot 389 , r ,~ ,~.  ,,,,~, ,~r j  ,,~ 
Plan 972 20,758.57 ~ L/, ~ I T ~  
06423.000 2801 Kenney Street Lot B Dist. Lot 611 Plan 7940 29,704.55 
06528.000 5120 Mills Lot C Dist. Lot 611 Plan 11620 1,992.80 
08014.000 2711 Braun Street Lot 8 Dist. Lot 615 Plan 3904 1,996.78 
- 4,178.60 Submissions from the public in I'espect of proposed 11014.000 4508 Eby Street Dist. Lot 977 Plan 1055 ~ ~ 8,482.49 
11015.000 4418 Eby Street Dist. Lot 977 Plan 1055 Bylaw No. 268 will be received up to and during the 
11021.000 4403 Sparks Street Block 12 Dist.'Lot 977 Plan 1055 7,494.85 
11067.000 4734 HalllwelrAvenue Lot 17 Block 16 Dist. Lot 977 public hearing. 
Plan 4251 1,895.83 The proposed bylaw maybe Inspected at the offices of 
11135.000 4706 Galr Avenue Lot 3 Dist. Lot 977 Plan 4863 • ~ 3,~55.53 the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, 300 - -  4545 
11161.000 4423 Eby Street Lot, A Dist. Lot 977 Plan 8025 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between the ho0rs of 
11162.000 4421 Eby Street Lot B - D Dist. Lot 977 Plan 9025 
14002.000 5021 Halllwell Avenue Block 11 Plan 1097 6,350.42 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., from 
17504.000 4008 Haugland Avenue Block 7 Diet. Lot 5760 Plan 1440 1,047.00 Monday through Friday. For further information, phone 
19027.000 3614-27 Kalum Street 715.87 635-7251. 
19032.001 3614-32 Kalum Street 504.63 788.21 Regional District of Kitimat-Stlkine 19242.001 2603 Braun Street ~ ~. 
19732.000 4310-32 Marsh Crescent 92.72 - 0/2e~ 
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